Homecoming : Reflections On the Past
by Wendy Dauphinais
Another Homecoming has passed
us by, bu t the Colby studen ts and
alumni cer tainly did no t let it quie t ly
slip away.
Smilin g f a ces an d warm
welcomes perv aded the campus lasl
weekend as a few hundred Colby
alumni showed the students that they
have not forgotten how to celebrate.
Alumni and students joine d
together for a series of activities;
including: a tail gate luncheon , the
football game with a special
halftime , a Student Center dance , the
10 K r o ad r a ce, a nd sev eral
receptions which were coordinate d
by Susan Cook ,' the Director of
alumni.
The Spa was hopp ing throughout
the weekend , undoubtedly drawing
people in with their new large screen
television , an d liquor license t his
year. Friday ni ght a dinner was held,
honoring the 1986 Colby .H C" Club
Woman-of- the-Year: E. Evelyn
Kellett '26, for her dedication to
women 's athletics at Colby. Ms.
Kellett was an outstandin g athlete as
an under gradu ate at Colby. She
continued on page 19

1986 Homecoming drew both Alumni and Colby studen ts. The celebration
continued th roughout the Weekend.

Drug Policy ?

Bunche Scholars Named

by Chris Smith

by Christine Michaud

Colby 's policy on drugs appears to be rather
ambiguous. The 1986-1987 Student Handbook states
that , "Any student found using or supplying illegal
drugs or in possession of drug paraphenalia is subjeel
to disciplinary action including suspension or
expulsion . Marijuana is illegal in Maine. "
Associate Dean of Students , Joyce McPhe tres Maisel
clarified , explaining that " disciplinary ac tion " most
often consists of a warning or an appearance before the
Judicial Board. The adminis tration attempts to keep
the civil authorities out of Colby discipline. Or as one
studen t commented , ' Colby 's drug policy is tp keep
their names out of the papers. "
Dean Maisel responded that the administration of
Colby College is not a police force , arid that the
College would prefer to deal with drugs from an
"education , health perspective , no t a disciplinary one. "
A similar policy is in effect with, regards to alcohol
College policy states that undcraged students will not
be served alcohol at campus events. Safety and
Security is supposed to periodically check registered
private parties to make sure that this policy is being
enforced.
Most often , however , this checking is not done .
Security cannot spend all their time enforcing this rule
as primarily they arc responsible for the safety of the
studen t body. As Dean Maisel pointed out , a
crack- down on student drinking by the admin- istration
would only alienate the student body and would have
li ttle effect on the consumptio n of alcohol at Colby.
"Change has to come from the students ," she said.
¦,
continue -onpajo 19 > . ""
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On Thursday Oct. 16, Colby
recognized and celebra ted the
success of the Ralph J. Bunche
Scholars Program , a fund designed
to provide access to Colby to skilled
minori ty students who have
demonstra ted exceptional scholastic
achievemen t and/or excellence in
extracurricular activities.
The ceremonies were held at the
President 's house and conduc ted by
various alumni and facul ty involved
with the program , many of whom
reside on the programs selection
committee. Although all scholars
were invi ted to attend the event ,
exams , campus productions and
oilier impor tant activities prevented
several from makin g it.
The guest of honor was Ken
Johnson ('37), a former truste e,
overseer , and at one time a minority
student at Colby. He delivered an
inspiring speech about his Colby
experience and the importance of
reaching out to the college
community. Presi dent Cotter spoke
about the merits of the program and
its importance in promoting diversity
at Colby. The attending schola rs
were presented with certificates ,
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af ter which the ceremoni es
concluded with a festive buffet style
dinner.
Professor Rob Weisbro t, a
member of the committee and a
leading au thority on the civil rights
moveme n t, also spoke to the
scholars on behalf of the proeram
and more specifically , Ralph

Bunche. He desenbed Bunche as a
man who studied human relations
with a practical bend. " In 1950, due
to his responsibility in facilitating an
armis tice between Israel and tlie
Arab sta tes, Bunche was awarded
the Nobel Prize for promoting world
continued on page 3

J uniors Stef e Teplitz, Je ff Pa ckman and Senior Jill
Paradise en joy Homecoming Weekend.
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How to Tame a Big Wolf
by J ames Reston
c. 1986 N.Y. Times News Service
WASHINGTON How is it now with the old
Russian bear?
How many years have we shivered
and said, "Something tremendous is
coming from there ,"
While Europe 's old ladies look
under the bed?
Was she a fury? Or was she a
fake?
A figure of fun? A figure pf dreadl
How many years has she kept us
awake,
Wondering, "What is it under the
bed?"
- A.P. Herbert
Once upon a time the Russians
were terrifying all the people of the
earth , and not a living old soul could
go to sleep without looking under
the bed.
There were Russians in Russian ,
and we didn 't particularly object to
that , but they were also in Europe ,
Africa , Latin America , and even
New York , Washington and San
Francisco.
* The president was out in North
Dakota hunting Democrats when he
received a message from the CIA :
"Plage of spies sighted in
Manhattan. Please advise."
Air Force One to CIA: Bigger
game out here. Keep shirt on.

CIA to Air Force One: More
Soviet spies located at new Soviet
Embassy on Wisconsin Avenue ,
intercepting messages to and from
White House.
AFI to CIA: Hope messages
confuse them as much as they do
me. Suggest go watch the World
Series.
Meanwhile , a little boy on the
plane said,"Bu t Mr. President... '
The president turned to the operatoi
and said, "Get Gorbachev on the
phone. "
"But Mr President ," the boy said
again.
"Go read 'Little Red Riding
Hood,"' the president ordered.
"I jus t did," the boy replied, "and I
know all about wolves. Why don't
you just kick the spies out?"
"I tried that ," the presiden t
explained , "b ut they just kicked
some of our folks out."
"Tha t's the point ," the lad said.
"We play tit for tat, just like that , anc
if you keep on sending their people
home and they keeping sending our
people home, maybe... "
The operator said he was getting
Gorbachev on the hot line, and the
president strolled over to the
machine. It was saying:
"Hot Line to Moscow: Testing...
testing . . . testing. President wishes
to communicate with General
Secretary Gorbachev. "

Life in the 30's
by Anna Qulndlen
c. 1986 N.Y. Times News Service
NEW YORK - It was durin g the
13th inning, with it all tied up at 3-3,
that I found myself han ging over the
partition inside a Checker cab , my
back end in the back seat, my front
end in the front, twisting the dials oi
the radio to find the playoff game
between the Mets and the Astros.
My driver , who had been tuned to
so-called easy-listenin g music, was
a Thai immigrant who seemed to
think that what he was witnessing
was exactly what you could expect
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Gorbachev's Global Reprise
by William Safire
c. 1986 N.Y. Times News Service
WASHINGTON- One of the
world' s most far-seeing diplomats ,
asked for the reaso n behind the
Soviet Union's current moves,
responded with a question of his
own: Had I read Mikail Gorbachev 's
July 28 speech at Vladivostok?
I had been abse nt when
Conceptual Framewor king 101
covered Gorbachev 's Vladivostok
speech. The State Depar tment says ii
does not have a copy in English; the
Soviet Embassy 's press division is
permanently out to lunch; Radio Free
Europe has only a summary of whal
it calls " the most import ant address
he has so far given dealing with the
Kremlin 's policy toward Asia and
the Pacific region." Fina lly I winked
an English translation out of Tass.
In it, the Russian leader reminds
us that the Soviet Union "is also an
Asian and Pacific country ." Noting
that "it is in Asia that American
imperialism waged the two biggest
wars since 1945 - in Korea and
Indochina ," Gorba chev views with
alarm " the militarized triang le of
Washington , Tokyo and Seoul,"
resulting in the placement of "nucleai
weapon delivery vehicles" in Japan
and South Korea.
His ostenable solution to that
supposed threat a new Helsinki type accord of all the Pacific nations.

headquartered m Hiroshima , "the
first victim of nuclear evil" inflicted
by the U.S.
But his real message is an
assurance to Peking that he seeks
"good neighborhood" on his eastern
border. The Gorb achev speech
subtly uses the soothing term
Pan chsheel , ("Five Principles ")
evoking Nehru 's negotiations with
Zhou Enlai when those leaders liked
to speak of non-interference and
coexistence in the SOs.
But what of the " three obstacles "
to renewed warmth laid down by
Deng Xiaoping : occupation of
Afghanistan , troop buildups on the
Chinese border , support of North

Since the Shah 's fall, our main
intelligence - gathering land base has
been in China; Gorbachev wants u,
remove that means of verification.
Even more important , by reducing
the rivalry between the two largest
Communist powers , the Soviet
leader gains diplomatic levera ge to
use in Europe and in arms reducti on
talks.
His much less obvious purpose is
to lessen the danger to the
U.S.S.R., a generation hence, of a
China equipped with thousands of
ballistic missiles. The Russians
cannot afford to be naked to nuclear
attack by the Chinese , who could
survive them in an all-out exchange.
That is why his passionate
Vietnam s occupation of Cambodia ?
objection to space-based defenses is
In Vladivostok , Gorbachev
announaced the planned withdrawa l a subterfuge. Gorbache v knows that
of six regiments from Afghanistan the evolution of deterrent into
(three of them anti-aircraft unit s, defense is a historical imperi tive; he
hardly a concession when the treats it not as a feasibility out as a
certainty ; he objects only to an
Afghan resistance has no aircraft).
On obstacle two, he hinted at a American SDI in place before his
pullout of " a substantial part of the own.
His strategy from the start has
Soviet troops from Mongolia" (only
been to delay our testing and
75,000 are stationed there , but that
is close to Peking and would be a deployment of a shield until his
own, less publicized space defense
welcome token). On the Cambodian
gains an advantage. obstacle, he had nothing to offer; let
That explains the att temp ted
Deng come to Moscow to talk aboul
entrapment in Iceland: as Anatoly
that.
Dobrynin surely predict ed, this
The obvious purpose of the
Russian opening to the East is to use surprise gambit precipitated a
debilitating debate in America about
the specter of Chinese - Soviet
rapprocheme nt to pressure the West trading a missile-reduction bird in

As the Bat Swings

from indigenous Americans. His
English was spotty, but moments
before I finally picked up the game
amid a ribbon or relentless static, he
did manage to say feelingly, "You
big fan."
Well, no. Actually, I am what is
known in the vernacular as a
baseball wimp. I ignore the whole
season until , each year at this time,
during the playoffs and the World
Series, I become terribly interested
in baseball. You've heard Reggie
Jackson called Mr. October? I am
Ms. October. Someone very nicely
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described it the other night as eatin g
the whipped cream of the sundae. At
home, not nicely at all, I am
described as a disgrace to a noble
sport , a fair-weather fan, a
Joanie-come-la tely.
I've always like baseball, even as i
child, when tradition dictated that I
should be prohibited from playing,
and my three brothers should be
egged on. I like the sense of both the
camaraderie and the aloneness of it,
the idea of nine men working
together in a kind of grand pavane pitcher to catch er, shortstop to
second basemen to first basemen and the idea of one man looking
down the loaided barrel of a pitcher 's
arm and feeling the nice clean solid
thunk as he hits a ball that will fly
into the bleachers. (I like basketball ,
too. I do not like football , which I
think of as a game in which two

tractors approach each other from
opposite directions and collide.
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in the third inning of the 48th game
of t he season t ha t inheren t ly
drama tic. I like a sense of continuity
typists: Ginny Brackctt , Nancy Donahue , Koran Gorrity, Stacey
and in today 's baseball you don 't gel
Mendelson, Allison Murray, Ell Orlc, HilaryPfiaftr , J tnn ifcr
Symmonds and Paula Williams
much. As soon ns I take a shine to a
player , he's gone, to another team oi

to run a car dealership somewhere in
the Middle West. I have never fully
recovered from the disappearance of
a player for the Yan kees called
Chicken Stan ley, for whom 1
developed an unwarranted affection
some years back , not because of his
playing or even his funny name, bul
because he looked somehow
vulnerable and path etic in pinstripes.
(I also very much like the
Yankess, but somehow I feel this ii
not the best time to bring that up.)

I like a sense of community, and ir
the early month s of the baseball
season it always seems to me that the
community consists mainly of
solitary men sta ring glass-eyed at
television sets and occasionally
saying to befuddled 3-ycar olds,
"Shortstop! That 's a good position
for you. Shortsto p!"
On the occassion when 1 try to join
this communit y, I always blow it by
doing something stupid , like
screamin g when Reggie Jack son hits
a triple because I still think he plays
New York, or saying, when a playei
comes up to bat , "Boy, he's cu te,"
which can throw a pall on the whole
afternoo n. Play off games produce
real communi ty. I monitored the
final Na tional Lea gue playoff game
in st ages: firs t when an en tire room
full of people clut tered aroun d a
television in midtown , Manh attan;
then in the cab with the radio; next in
a commu ter bus in which two people
were listening to Walkman radios

and report ing to all assembled ,
saying things like "They 've tied it
up" (groans) and "The Astros just
struck out" (cheers), and then to a
street being patrolled by a man in a
white Pinto who kept leaning out
and yelling.'Top of the 16th , still
tied ." I made it home to watch the
last inning with my husband.
Baseball at this stage of the game
offers just about everything I want.
With only a handful of teams in
contention , I can keep track of
who's who and what they do best ,
of who can 't ru n and who can ' t hit
field. Each play is fraught with
meaning, each loss a joy or a
disaster. And each game is played
before great communities of people,
in bars , in rec rooms , even in
offices, the ranks of the faithful
swelled by those who have a
passin g in terest an d th ose wh o have
no in teres t a t all in bas eb all , but
know a good cliffhan ger when they
sec one - the same kind of people
who wa tched the firs t episode this
season of " Dallas " to see what
ha ppened to Bob by an d t hen for got
about it. In fact, at (his time of year ,
baseball b ecomes a differen t kind of
spect acle for mo, something more
alon g t he , lines of "As the Bat
Swings!" Will Keith Lose his
temper ? W ill Lenny be a hero? Will
Davcy show emotion? Now we get
down to the soap operas , and
Chicken Stanly or no Chicken
Stanley, I love soap operas.
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Cold Tips
by Wendy Dauphinais
It is a sunny November day and
you are in a canoe rowing across the
Belgrades. A gust of wind comes
upon you and catches you off guard
gazing into the water. The boat
capsizes. Within a few seconds the
forty degree water penetrates your
clothes and your body becomes
numb.Suddenly you can't think and
within a few minutes you become
drowsy. You might not even know
it , but you are suffering from
hyperthermia, and you could die.
Wake up from this nightmare and
take precautions! It hasn't happened
to you yet, but Paul Irgang, the
safety advisor for Colby club sports
said, "Hyperthermia is the number
one cause of death in all outdoor
activities; including boating,
swimming, camping, sailing,
x-country skiing, sailboaiding,. and
many other activities that Colby
students participate in."
Hyperthermia is a cooling down 61
the body's core temperature. The
cold affects the internal organs and
slows down your heart, explained
Irgang. The initial effects sneak up
and you might not be aware it is
happening. First you feel the
sensation of cold, which soon leads
to numbness, loss of judgement,
and drowsiness. Once you fall
asleep, your heart usually stops, or
if you are in the water you may
drown.
The colder it is, the faster the
effects of hyperthermia take place.
"In forty degree water, it happens
fast - within minutes", said Irgang.
Don't let the weather fool you, it
changes rapidly in Maine, so be
prepared.
Precautions vary for different
sports. However, for all outdoor
activities, a hefty garbage bag with a
hole cut in the top for your head can
add several hours to your survival
time. -A garbage bag is light,
compact, and can easily be stored ic

Colby 2000:
The check's in the mail
by Jen Pierce

Center, the seven million dollar
The COLBY 2000 Campaign has
renovations in Miller Library, and in
the field house, the purchase of new
raised $26,100,000 since its
commencementin July of 1985, and
electron microscopes, and funding
is just short of its goal of
for financial aid, endowment, and
$28,500,000 set for December 31, faculty support. The Annual Fund,
which aims at donations from
1986. According to Vice President
alumni and parents, however, is
for Development and Alumni
Relations, Calvin Mackenzie, who unrestricted, and helps to keep
tuition costs down. In addition to
has designed and directed the
both campaigns, Colby received
campaign, seventy-five percent of
the gifts were from Corporations, grants for both the new freshman
seminars, for new science
with smaller percentages from
equipment, and donations for the
industries, alumni, and parents.
Despite the fact that 17,500alumni Senior Class Fund.
From an overall viewpoint,
were contacted, and alumni
participation was good, most of the Mackenzie said that this 28.5 million,
money raised came from a small dollar campaign has praised more
number of sources. The major cause money than ail of the campaigns of
for this is a result of the competition this decade put together, and it has
of the "Mega Campaign" and The given us a great deal of information
Annual Fund. The 2000 Campaign about our alumni. It has a great
is a restricted campaign designed to impact on the school, and it is the
cover the 3.5 million dollar difference between a first class
construction of the new Student college, and an average college."

THE FAR SIDE

continued on page 4

By GARY LARSON

TOURMALINE

The Sexual Harassment Advisory
Group, now in its second year,
provides counseling, support, arid
information on issues of
h arassment
Although Nancy MacKcnzic, a
member of the group, docs n ot see
sexual harassment to be "a huge
overwhelming concern on campus,"
the group provides a service to
anyone on campus who may feel
uncomfortable with a situ ation.
"We're trying to keep the process
informal, to promote communication
between the person wh o feels as
though she or he is being harassed
and the person who may be doing
th e harassing b efore it b ecomes a
legal matter," said MacKcnzie.

SOMEPEOPLE
RETMWJTH
MORE
1HANJUSTA
GOLDWATCH.

You work hard all
your life and what
do you get?
Well, depending
on where you work,
you could get cancer.
Over the next
several years the
American Cancer
Society will be conducting more research
into certain lifestyles
and exposures which
could increase cancer
mortality.
So know the
risks.
Don't smoke.
Look for the
warning signs of
cancer.
And retire not
only with a gold
ticker.
But a healthy
one, also.
AHAERKK N
W CANCER
? SOCIETY®
How you live may save your .life
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No g e m sto n e has such a richness in colo r

uariation.Tourmaline is sometimes known
under diffe rent names according to color. The
"Rubellite " is red. "Chro m e " To urmaline has a
bea utiful rich green color. Indicolite ' r anges
f rom light to a uery dark blue.

Snake horror stories

There if you need it
by Nancy Humm

peace in the United Nations. As an
honorary speaker at Colby in 1971,
he encouraged students to never
forget their roots and to always
bring a sense of optimism to every
problem we must face in society.
His son, Ralph J. Bunche jr.,
graduated from Colby in 1965.
Dean Blackwell, the main oversea
of the program, encourages the
Colby communtiy to embrace and
learn from the Bunche scholars.
Instead of complaining about the
monoculture that exists at Colby, the
dean suggested that students should
put more effort into experiencing©ui
diversity. Bunche scholars are a
special group of people who
contribute extraordinarily to our
college.This year's Ralph J. Bunche
Scholars are Christine Lonning
Brenna, Phili ppa Kay Carter, Leslie
Ann Chin, Dora De La Rosa, Irene
Susan Izquierdo, Tanya Yvette
Thomas , Roma Ashok Vasa,
Michael Evaristo Vasquez, Roland
Albert, Vanessa Gayle Hemsley,
Linda Lee, Norman Fernandez
Navarro, Jocelyn Anzel Wooten,
Maria Arroyo, Timothy Burton,
Carta Castillo, Darrick Henderson,
Lawanda Marshall, Lynn Cullins,
Maria Elena Gravano, Derek
Hudson, Edward Hughes, Soo Hee
Lee, James Reynolds, Francisco
Smith, Michael Steeler, Majester
Stewart, Lisa Wright, and Mark
Wylie.

According to MacKcnzie, the
group is also willing to intervene as
a third party, letting both parties
know how the other feels without
divulging names. Furthermore, the
group will provide counseling to
help people who feel as though they
arc being harassed determine the
nature of the harassment and
whether or not the matter should be
pursued.
Members of the advisory group
include studcr Bill Clcndcncn and
Kathl Hornet id faculty members
Nancy MacI • ..; \
Pat Onion, Rob
Pfciffcr, Caroline Jaroaz and Joan
Sanzcnbachcr. Telephone numbers
of all the members are posted on
bu lletin b oards aroun d campus an d
students are encouraged by the
committee to use the service.
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the world is found right here in the state of
Mai ne.

nt Jeffe rg ' s o ur gemstone cutters haue
c r eated a s u pe r b collecti on of To urm ali n e ,
both loose and mounted.
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Drug Ed. at
Colb y
by Jen Riley

BROTHER , CAN YOU SPARE $15 ,000?
by Holly Peirce

In the past months there has been
There is a new trend developing in
in an onslaught on drugs and the Colby's Financial Aid office. Colby
abuse associated with them. With is moving away from traditional
magazine article titlesj ike, "Drugs, financial aid and toward a more
The Enemy Within," and television creative approach. The past forms of
specials entitled, "48 Hours on
aid were based entirely on
of
Crack Street," public awareness
demonstrated need. These forms
the drug problem in the United limited aid to grants, loans and
States in growing with an increasing campus jobs which were provided
fervor. As a result of the tragic death by the college, leaving the family to
of college basketball star and Celtics pay the balance, on its own. The
choice, Len Bias, colleges and
Financial Aid office is now offering
universities are being singled out by advice and guidance to families on
educators and the federal
how to pay the remaining balance.
government
The Financial Aid office considers
The United States Secretary of
itself a "resource center for families
Education has recently put forward a from all income levels," says one
proposition that would encourage
member of the office, and
schools to have educational meetings encourages Colby students to use
and courses on drugs and its
this resource to its fullest extent.
hazards by witholding federal grants
In addition to providing grants,
if these changes were not enacted.
loans, and scholarships such as the
This suggestion by the education
Bunche , Dan a and Bixler
department of the government has
scholarships, and campus jobs (the
both a positive and a negative side.
college employs approximately
For schools without concentrated
1,100 students), the Colby financial
substance abuse programs, the fact
aid office provides prospective and
of losing federal , grants would
matriculated students with
definitely motivate the school to
information concerning student and
incorporate- a program into their
parent loans and payment plans.
curriculum or extra-curricular
There are two types of loans that
events. Yet, althoug h these
students are eligible for: National
programs exist, the involvement
Direct Student Loans (NDSL) and
level might not guarantee that the
Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL).
programs are actually attaining the
NDSL's are provided Arough
intentcd goal. Without proper
federal funding and are good for up
presentation and the involvement oi
to $1,800 per year at 5% interest,
students and the people who really
where as GSL are funded through
need the help, the program's major
local banks and allow borrowing up
purpose is defeated.
to $2,500 per year at 8% interest. In
Fortunately, according to Dean
both cases the loans are interest free
Earl Smith, Colby does not have a
while the student is enrolled in
major drug and alcohol abuse
college. Colby is concerned with the
concern like the larger schools.
amount of student indebtedness after
While abuse is present, the degree is
graduation and attempts to reflect
not as large as other schools.
this concern when comprising the
Furthermore, Colby already has a
total package.
substance abuse program consisting
The Colby Parent Loan Program
of: B.A.R., [Better Alcohol
allows parents whose children are
Responsibility], and P.A.A. [Peer
not receiving any financial aid to
Alcohol Awareness], Colby's main
borrow between $1,000 and $6,000
concern is how to provide programs
per year to be paid back in "equal
that interest and compel the students
monthly installments over an
to atten d the sessions and forums
extended period of time and at
offered. B.A.R., contrary to what
some students think , is not a
temperance organization. Rather, it i
a group that aims to raise student
awareness to problems related to
continued from page 3
alcohol. Most members,do drink and a coat pocket. If you are on a
are involved because they want to sailboard, not only is it necessary
help people become aware of that you wear a wet suit, but also a
problems with substance abuse. thermal head protector. Sixtypercent
B.A.R. focuses on three major of your body heat is lost through
groups of people: people with your head. If you fall in the water,
alcoholic parents, people affected by try to keep your head above the
abuse themselves or their peers, and water and get into the boat as
the general Colby population,
quickly as possible. Do not try to
B.A.R. is just one example of swim to th e sh ore un less you are
substance abuse programs scheduled within a few feet from land,
Cross country runners and cross
to run this year at Colby. Already a
good number of students are country skiers can suffer from
involved and many films and hyperthermia too. All it takes is one
discussions are being planned.
sprained ankle or injury, and you
could be stuck in tlie'middle of the
ATTENTIONClass of 1990:
woods.
Elections for freshman class
From now on; plan ahead. Simply
officers will be held on Friday, take an extra nylon windbrctkerto
October 31,1986 from 9;O0a.m. tie around your waist, or put in your
until 3:00 p.m. in the Student Center pocket. Also, think about the path
(at the information desk).
you will take, and decide where the

Cold Types

interest rates below Commerecial
levels," says one member of the
office. The parent's equivalent to the
GSL is the Parents Loans to
Undergraduate Students Program
(PLUS) which has a 43,000 limit per
year.
Plans such as the Insured Tuition
Payment Plan and the Academic
Management Services Plan offer
parents the opportunity to increase
the number of yearly payments from
2 to 10 providing the family with

nearest communication line is, in
case of an emergency. If it is
possible, try to stick with a friend,
or at least tell someone where you
arc going.
"No matter what the cold weather
activity, always leave an escape
route open. For example, if you are
going boating, don't go too far
away from the shore" said Irgang,
If you ever come across someone
who might be suffering from
huperthcrmia, don't waste time. Coll
for help, and meanwhile,, massage
the person's body and try to put
them in dry clothes if they are wet
Keep close to that person so they
can shore your body heat. It is
important that you do not give them
hot fluids as this would heat up theii
body so rapidly that they might have
a heart attack.
Don't wait until it ii too late to
realize how cold Maine really is
Take precautionsnowl

lower payments.
The Mew Secondary Education
Loan and the Education Resources
Institute (TERI) provide additional
ways to finance a college education.
The change in tax legislation which
no longer allows interest on loans to
be deductible has made financing
less attractive and has increased the
need for creative thinking. One idea
is Clifford Trust Funds which divert
parents income into a trust fund for
their child's education and are taxed

in the child's lower tax bracket.
Some parents are also taking but
second mortgages because the
interest on these payments is still
deductible.
The number of ways to pay for a
college education is rapidly
increasing and Colby's financial aid
office wants to help you, the student
body, and your families find the
most appropriate plan to finance
your Colby education.
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Eating Out:

Silver Street Tavern

by Matt Moran

"When people find out that I've
been here for eigh t stra ight
semesters , they ask why I'm not at
t he Men t al Heal th Ins titu te in
Augusta by now. Real comics they
are , bu t the tru th of the matt er is I
hav e kept my sani ty by occa sionally
hopping the Berlin W all surrou nding
Mayflower Hill and und er t aking
reconnaiss ance missions in the r eal
world. Ther e's no need to go. very
far; escaping can be as sub tle as
checkin g the dry clea ners to see if
you 've forgotten a pair of slacks or
some t hin g fro m t he previous
semester.
Last week I was exiting Admor 's
wi th some freshly sta rch ed shir ts
wh en Iran in to my friend , freshman
Ru dy Penczer. It was rainin g. He
was lost. I invited him to lunch at
"You Know Whose" an d he said
that he had never heard of it. After a
very informa tive meal , I learn ed tha t
many of his aquain tances hav e no
idea what lies east of the arbo retum
so I sai d to myself, "Goo d God ,
Matt , do these social neophy tes have
to wait until their senior year to
know their way aroun d the grea t er
Waterville area? Must they rely on
t he crea t ivi t y of C ommons
bureaucr at s in orde r to sow their
wild oa t s? Can Rudy impress his
lady companions by trea tin g them tc
an item at t he library vendin g
machine? No, No, No! I have
devoted the rest of my final 'semestei
to arch-hedonism (GPA be damned)
jus t so people like Rudy can say,
" Dana? Don't be silly; we're going
out tonight!" First stop: Silver Street
Tavem.

La t ely I 've heard complain ts tha t

the Tavern is too fancy and it
doesn 't fit into Waterville; it 's a
place to take one's parents when
they come up from Newton for the
weekend. Tha t's ridiculous:
formality and culture have - no
ceilings , even in the far reaches of
New England. Silver Street mixes
haute cuiaine with a comforting
atmosphere , the results being a very
pleasan t gastronomic experience ,
experience.

The prices arc a bit above other

restaurants in Wate rville , but Silver
Street makes up for tha t with their
generous and meticulously pre pared
por tions. The soups are dcliciously
rich without tas ting like they have a
scawa tcr base and the entrees are
destined to please the pickicst of
diners . There.is also an extensive
wine and beer list; don 'tbc afraid 01
asking for advice - Now is the time
to experimen t! Finally for those
members
of Chocoholics
Anonymous , the choice dessert is
Mud Pic, Big, simple, and so sweet!
;
The service at Silver Stree t is alcrj
and attentive. Bolh the staff and the

Mai tre d' avoid t ha t saccharine
sweetness tha t can spoil a dining
experience. As a matter of fact, the
entire establishment (foes not put on
airs; it is ri gh tly known as one of the
top ten restaurants in Maine. If you
are easily bore d by sitting down to a
long meal, then call up Domino's or
go to one of the dinin g halls on
ca mpus. If not, then impress that
special someone by spending an
evening at The Silver Street Tavern.
Bon Appetit , Rudy!!

Silver Stree t Tavern
2 Silver Stree t
Waterville
Lunch: Tues - Fri
Dinner Tues - Fri
Sunday Brunch
Reserva tions not accept ed.

NEXT WEEK: RUDY WANTS
TO GO TO PORTL AND BUT
DOESNT KNOW WHERE FT IS ,
LET ALONE
WHAT HE'S
GOING TO DO WHEN HE GETS

THERE.

Dance-a-Thon
by Melissa Hallahan
For all those who really believe
they can d ance all nigh t, we

challenge YOU to do it. Next
Friday , November 7, there will be a
Dance-A-Thon starting at 10 pm and
going un til 6 am. For those who
accept t he challenge , there is a
requirement of $25 in pledges per
couple , to benefit MS. Sponsor
sheets will be availab le next
Monday.
Those who are wimps and only
choose to stand back and wat ch may
party alongside the brave and can do
an occasional boogie too.
For the die-hard partiers , there will
be a cocktail party in Piper prior to
the Dance-A-Th on (hel d in the
Student Center).
More informa tion will be posted
next week; look for it in the Studenl
Center.

Locomotion
by Steve Aranlnn
Lo Comotion is Colby 's Rock and
Jazz band whose members arc all
Colby students. Having just finished
a successful New Jersey tour and
their annual Freedom Music
Festival , the members arc psyched tc
play at the Halloween Costume
Party in the Student Center. The
party, which is sponsored by t he
Junior and Senior classes, will be
Friday, October 31 , fro m 6:00 to
12:00.
Among the songs Lo Comotion
wilt perform are "Axel P, " "Rock
continued on page 6

Colby Students and Friends watch the fighting while Mules challenge the Bates
Football team. Colby was defeated 21-6.

51 Minority Students at Colby
by Prisc illa Phin ney

No one can refu te die fact that with
only SI minori ty students at Colby
this year , the racial diversi ty of the
student body is very minimal. Only
about one out of 35 or 40 students
here is a "person of coloi".
In the opinion of Darryl Scott, '82
who joined Colby 's Admissions
Staff this fall as an interviewer and
is in charge of recruiting more
minori ty students to come to Colby,
this perpe tua tes an environmen t tha t
attracts the typical "suburban cliche"
student who comes to Colby "to feel
comfor table " .
"A larger minority communi ty is
for the benefi t of Colby at large ,"
said Scott. "We have to stop just
paying lip service to the diversity
problem." The purpose of paying
$15,000 a year to an educational
institution is to be stimulated and
challenged both intellectually and in
terms of students ' values. Yet at a
school such as Colby, it is easy to
forge t that there are people from
backgrounds other than the
stereotypical white upper-middle
class. Many Colby students grew up
in homogeneous environments , wi th
people who shared all the same
values as themselves. If a student

comes to Colb y and feels only
"comfor ta ble " for four years , theii

values have never been challenged
and "they have been cheated - they
should ask for their money back ,"

commented Scott
Scott pointed out that Colby will
continue to have trouble attracting
minori ty students until the school
takes more steps to increase the
involvement of minori ties within the
Colby system "itself. This would
include hiring more black faculty arc
staff , increasing the curriculum in
the.. Black Studies program , and
raisin g studen ts' awareness of black
culture through lecture series ,
SOBHU activities, and cul tural
performances at Colby. As a student
at Colby himself four years ago, "I
never felt encourag ed to celebrate
my blackness ," Scott said.
President Cotter agreed that Colby
needed to do more to attr act minority
studen ts to Colby. But he defended
t he college 's efforts under his
adminis tration to impr ove the
situation. "We 've been doing qui te a
bit about it," he stated.
When President Cotter arrived at
Colby in 1979, there were only eight
black students in the entire student
body . After Cotter instituted the

compe t it ive Bunche Scholars
Program in 1980, designed to att rac t

talented minority students to come to
Colby by awar ding them scholarship
based on meri t, the number
increased to 28 in a recent year. In
addition , the number of hispanic and
Orien tal studen ts also increased.
Presiden t Cotter was quick to pom
out the inherent difficulties in
attracting minority students and
facul ty t o come to a college in
central Maine . " There is no local
minori ty group in Main e," he
explained. Only one half of one
percent of Maine 's residen ts are
black . As a resul t, all of Maine s
colleges have had problems in
attracting minority students.
According to Cotter , Colby has had
about the same amount of success as
Bates and Bowdoin.
As for hiring facul t y , Colby 's
small number of black facul ty
members - three , only one of whom
is tenured - docs not compar e with
other colleges and universities. At
Harvard , for exam ple, only 5% of
the tenured facul ty arc members of a
minority group. This does not
excuse the problem , bu t it is
indica tive of the difficul ty involved
continued on page 6
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Ecstacy

Locomotion
•continued
from page 5
Around the Clock," the theme from
"Flashdance," "Fame," and "In the
Mood." Specially featured for
Halloween are "Ghostbusters,"
"Twilight Zone " and the
ever-popular "Casper the Friendly
:
Ghost."
So dig out your old trick-or-treat
costumes and go loco for Lo Co on
Halloween. ~

• Minority
Students
continued from page 5

in finding black professionals with
PhD's to teach. "Recruiting black
faculty is the hardest challenge
facing any university or college,"
said Cotter, because most talented
black graduates are going to law
school and medical school.
Cotter was excited about Ed
Blackwell, the new Dean of
Intercultural Affairs. "He's got a lot
of new programming ideas," Cotter
said. One of these ideas involves
bringing some 25 high school
sophomores from predominantly
black inner-city Boston schools to a
program at Colby next summer,
designed to make them aware early
in their high school career of the
opportunities available to them aftei
graduation. Another development
this year will be the Bunche
Institute, a series of lectures and
performances celebrating black
history and culture, which will
hopefully ensure the extracurricular
reinforcement of black awareness on
campus.
Clearly Colby has a long way to
go before a large minority presence
is felt at the school. Hopefully wilh
increased input and creativity from
all members of the Colby
community, "celebrating one's
blackness" or any other ethnicity
will take on a greater significance
and become a more important part oi
challenging the values of the Colby
student

by Ann Norsworthy
One of the newer recreational
drugs appearing on Colby's campus
is "Ecstacy". "Ecstacy" is the
common name for MDMA (3,
4-methylene-dioxymethamphetamin)
This drug has generated much
controversy over the last year. The
debate concerns the effects MDMA
has on people, how dangerous and
addictive MDMA is and whether it
has any therapeutic role to play in
medicine.The controversyheated up.
last year when the Drug
EnforcementAgency (DEA) moved
to classify, on ah emergency basis,
MDMA as a Schedule I Drug.
Schedule I drugs are judge d to have
"high abuse potential" and are
severely restricted for use in
research only.
MDMA or "Ecstacy" is a
psychoactive drug derived from
sassafrass and nutmeg. It is a
chemical relative of amphetamine
(" speed") and was first produced in
the early 1900's. This drug appears
to have effects on the central nervous
system by way of the brain's
chemical messengers or
neurotransmitters. In particular,
MDMA seems to effect a
neurotransmitter called seretonin.
Part of the DEA's concern with
MDMA is that it is very close to
MDA (methylenedioxy
amphetamine) which is a known
potent hallucinogen and a Schedule I
drug.
Experience with and research into
"Ecstacy'VMDMA's physical and
psychological effects on humans is
limited. Som evidence suggests that
at least in small doses, in supervised
settings , MDMA is not
hallucinogenic and does not produce
a definite "rush" or "high". Rather,
in such circumstances , MDMA
produces a mood that promotes
more open and easy communication
and discussion of inner feelings.
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The effect lasts 4-6 hours. A few
psychiatrists and psychologists have
used MDMA as an aid to
psychotherapy with beneficial
results.
However, there have been other
reportsof "Ecstacy'TMDMA causing
severely disturbed psychological
reactions. Physical side effects can
include: sweating, blurred vision,
blood pressure changes, and jaw
muscle spasms.
From what little is now known
about "Ecstacy'TMDMA it does not
appear to be.physically addictive.
Psychological addiction is much
harder to give definite answers but
MDMA may wellbe psychologically
addicting to some individuals.
Anyone buying "Ecstacy'TMDMA
on the street or on campus is taking i
risk. What is purchased as "Ecstacy"
will be of unknown purity, potency
and composition. The chance for
overdosing
or suffering
unpredictable and/or toxic reactions
to substances "cut" into or
substituted for MDMA is quite real.
Mixing "Ecstacy"/MDMA with
alcohol or other drugs increases the
chance for serious - reactions.
Unfortunately, alcohol is sometimes
used as a "chaser" after taking
MDMA. It is also wise to remember
idiosyncratic (unpredictable and
individual) reactions can occur with
"Ecstacy 7MDMA use so one
person's "hit " may be another's
problem.
If someone develops either a
behavior or physical problem while
taking "Ecstacy" they should not be
left alone but should be observed
very carefully. Medical attention
should be obtained promptly. This
new drug is not benign and there is
still much about its physical and
psychological action that is not
known. Whether the DEA has
overreacted or not is up for debate,
but "Ecstacy"/MDMA would best be
treated with caution and respect.
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by Jen P ierce
On Wednesday, October 1,
President Bill Cotter and his wife
Linda travelled to Mexico City for a
four day visit with Colby students in
Cuernavaca at The Center for
Bilingual Multicultural Studies. The
main purpose of the trip, -however,
was not only to visit with Colby
students, and observe the program,
but also to attend the dedication of
the newly constructed "Colby
Library". The library dedication
indicates the strong relationship thai
Colby has had with the center over
the past three years. The new library
contains mexican history and
literature, as well as a study area foi
all students.
The Cuernavaca program, based al
the Bilingual Center and initiated by
Robert McArthur, former Dean of
Admissions, was designed for
February Freshmen, but has been a
popular choice for upperclassmen
seeking language credits or a
semester abroad. This year the group
has only thirty students, mostly
upperclassmen compared to last
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year s forty-five students, who were
mostly freshmen. The program
consists of sixteen credits: twelve in
Spanish and four in history electives.
The students live with Mexican
families for the semester.
On Thursday evening the Cotters
met with Resident Director Henry
Holland, and the Mexican mothers
of the Colby Students, to discuss the
program. "The mothers were
wonderful," said President Cotter,
and "they think highly of the Colby
students who live with them."
The following day, the Cotters
visited the school, and attended
classes with Colby students. After
classes, they met with the students
to find out about their academic and
social lives, their trip to Acapulco,
and their mid-semester plans to
Cancun. "Thefe seems to be a nice
sense of a group, and we [the
President and his wife] are both
impressed by the program and how
happy the students are. The
director, Henry Holland, is very
_,

continued on pat e 17
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Marketsand P olicies

Don't let anyone fool you. Last
South
African
week' s
disinvestments by General Motors
(GM), International Business
Machines (IBM) , and Warner
Communications were not motivated
mainly by moral concerns to end
apartheid in that torn country.
The main objective of any
company is to make profits - you
can learn that in any micro-economic
class. Most any action they take
should be seen in this light. It is no
surprise, therefore, that these
corporations thought their current
type of involvement in South Africa
was no longer a sound financial
investment.
Commenting on IBM's pull-out, a
Burrough's corporation official said,
"they've put a moral cloak around a
financial dilemma. We 're
profitable." Burrough's still remains
in South Africa. But for .many
American corporations the economic
situation and the political pressures
both inside and outside South Africa
have , made . investment there
unprofitable.
The disinvestments emphasize the
continuance of a general trend
toward more American withdrawals
from South Africa's volatile
economy. Not too long ago GM and
IBM were two of the most vocal
supporters of the belief that the besl
way to change South Africa's racist

by Jim Sullivan
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Disinvestment : Mora l Decision or Pur e Economics

by Bruce Dalbeck and Josh
Shapi ro

Off the Cuff

»»»

policies was to continue operations
there and set a positive example of
integration. This justification for
staying has now been abandoned,
There are numerous factors
influencing the recent decline of
American business profits within the
South African economy.
The obviously sluggish South
African economy detracts from their
profits, while the congressional ban
on new investments limits the
potential for new growth.
Increasing anti-apartheid fervor

has prompted many shareholders tc
sell their stocks in American
companies operating in South
Africa , signalling a loss of
confidence in those businesses.
Voluntary bans by local government
groups and other sources (such as
college divestments) have also put a
dent in these companies' financial
situations.
But not all commercial activity
with South Africa will be stopped.
Both GM and IBM plan to sell parts
and machinery there. As the
displaced business accounts for well
under one percent of each of their
total revenues, it is unlikely that sue!
a move will hurt any of these huge
corporations. Instead they will likely
gain favorable press hy improving
their "moral" image.
What such disinvestment means tc
South Africa scares many. An
editorial in last week's Wall Street
Journal stated that, "the departures

of GM and IBM and other American
corporations make it more likely that
the South African economy will
continue sluggish, radicalization will
mount in South African black
communities, the government will
shed what remains of its concerns
for Western opinion, and the
livelihood and lives of all South
Africans will ..grow more
precarious."
Such an opinion lacks a vitally
important point: the elimination of
apartheid is and should be the most
important concern of any policy
toward South Africa. The
"improvements" that many have
spoken of have not materialized in
any substantial way. And although
doctrines such as the Sullivan
principles were important attempts ai
justifying a continuing presence in
South Africa , the worsening
situation merits more radical action.
The fact that disinvestment was
due to falling profits is not bad in it
of itself. In fact, this action may
serve as the catalyst needed to
increase tensions within South
Africa until the white minority-ruled
government realizes that such
instability can no longer be
sustained.

sparingly stocked with only four
vintage years from which to recall
and feast on. (More aged wine
cellars stock the years during and
immediately preceding the Great
War.) Who would want to jumble
around with ten or fifteen years full
of memories? Years become lost in
years. Did Micky Mantle hit that
home run in '54 or '55? Sox fans
treat themselves to a year with relish
1946 - The Kid. 1967 - Yaz. 1975 Pudge. 1986 - Bruce. Those four

years arc not quantity, relatively
speaking, but they are quality and
symbolize a love affair.
Other cities aren't as lucky as
Boston is with her baseball team.
When a team becomes a consistent
winner and creates a dynasty,
everyone jump s on Ihe bandwagon.
Teams like the Dallas Cowboys and,
regrettably, the Celtics have fans all
over the country. Sox fans reside
exclusively within the area bounded
by Middletown, Conn, and Fort
Kent, Maine. Nobody wants a team
that's not a real winner. But that's
OK. We don't want to share our
Sox with anyone. I'm glad I don't
live in Atlanta; Ted Turner wants to
share the Braves wilh people all ovci
America. The Braves - America's
Team.'
Now I'm going to hope that the
Red Sox win the pennant again next
year, but if they don 't I'll sit back
and recall the taste of years gone by.

By GARY LARSON

The Pillsbury Doughboy meets Frank's
Asphalt and Concrete Paving Service.

continued on page 10
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Vintage Red Sox I

I don't know if I want the Red
Sox to win the pennant next year.
Don't get me wrong; I'll root for the
Olde Towne team with the same
loyalty and hope of a die-hard fan.
I'll check the standings daily,
memorize batting averages and
ERA's, and sulk over victories won
by other teams in the AL East
division. You could ask nothing less
of a Sox fan. But Sox fan s are a
breed who have grown accustomed
to loss. Each year we expect the
inevitable plunge: it is a necessary
element of our fanaticism. However
;once every ten or twenty years,
something happens. The Red Sox go
to the World Scries. The keynote
here is that this event occurs only
once in many years. Would our Red
Sox be the same if they went to tlie
World Scries in back-to-backyears?
I don't think so.
Sox fans savor Scries years the
way a wine connoisseur docs Tine
wines. 1946, 1967, 1975, 1986 vintage years. We don 't want to b e
drowned in excellence year after
year. Wc need loss and dejection ,
and alot of it, b efore wc can
properly appreciate the magnitude ol
a Wor,ld Scries. Each year we hope
the crop will flourish , Wc cultivate
the season in good faith , but
September usually provides us with
a bad harvest. So instead wc look
back on the great years when our
tireless efforts have been rewarded,
The wine cellar of our memories are
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"What About the game, Vin? "
by Greg Dumark
"Like a rabbit looking into the
headlights of a car, he was frozen "
said Vin Scully, and so was the
entire viewing audience. ' Not
because of the Red Sox gut
wrenching loss, but because of
Scully ' s sickening comments .
Scully had more people running to
the toilet than after a Seller Hawaiian dinner. Scully has taken
the idea of poetic license to new
heights. The old king of poetic
jibberish was the perennial game
show resident Nipsy Russel. That
was okay because you could at least
turn off Hollywood Squares when
good old Nipsy came on. However ,
Scully is broadcasting one of the
most popular sporting events of the
year, and there is no escape.
Simpl y put , his voice goes
through your head like a nail. As if it
isn 't enough that listen ing to his
voice is like swallowing kerosene ,
what he says is just as annoying!
Granted some of the games were
less than exciting, but is there any
need to discuss the Morse code on
the Red Sox scoreboard? What
began as a simple explanation of the
history of the dots and dashes on the
scoreboard turned into a three
minute oration on origins of the
plywood , Ihe grounds worker who
painted it and how a distant relative
of Gene Autry once had a head ache
after getting hit with a foul ball. Are
you lost ? Isure was , and judging
fromthe silence in the booth, so was
the entire NBC production crew.
No longer do I care abo ut the
game, who wins or loses, I just
don't want to hear Vin Scully again .
This does not mean I wan t to hear
Joe "chromedome" Garagiola either.
This former ancient cat cher t alks
abou t Warren Spahn and Babe Ruth
as if they 're still playing. Oet a grip
Joe! It is not enough that Scully
crea tes enough stories to start a
mini-series , he has to keep

reminding us of those little things. If
the Treasury Department got a nickel
every time Scully called Lenny
Dykstra " nails" or Bill Buckner a
"gamer", there would be a Federal
surplus. I've heard more about
Buckner 's foot woes than I've seen
Bud-ligh t commercials. Just when
you think you've heard all that can
be said about the "WALL" , Scully
pulls out more useless information
than you could find on the label of a
mattress.
What is it about Vin Scully that
would make an otherwise
mild-mannered person walk a mile
barefooted across broken glass to
punch out this aging red head?
Simple, he is a pain in the ass. I am
sure as a student , Scully was the one
who always told the teacher she
looked "nice" . Listening to him
sounds like he is narrating a PBS
documentary on the return of the
North Atlantic Osprcy, he uses more
adjectives than Webster 's can print ,
When true baseball fans are thinking
about why Baylor isn't pinch hitting
for Buckner in the late innings ,
Scully is talking about how much a
pound of butter cost in 1918. It's toe
much to handle. It reminds me of
watching the Series with your little
bro ther and he won 't shut up.
Eventually you turn to him and say;
Why don t you go and check the
tire treds of a moving car ," as you
slowly push him out of the room.
When the World Series is over , it
will not be the great plays that I
remember but that nerve deadening
tone of Vin Scully. I won ' t
remember Dave Henderson's home
run, or Bob Stanley's wild pitch. I
won't remember G ary Carter giving
high fives for tying his shoelace or
the ground ball that went between
the "gamer's" legs in the sixth
game . What I will remember are
comments like these:
continued on page 10
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Mule News
By Thomas Smedlcy Kensingto n
This column represents the views of several Colby
faculty members and not necessarily those of the
editors. As the writers do not wish to be, named , please
submit responses to the Echo.
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There 's something glorious about Fall...nature
e_
n
seems to don its Sunday best and heal borrowed e__
m
hearts...Thank
you dea rest poets...keep
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
plowing...Trustees of Middlebury College have «
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approved the total divestment of stocks in South S
g
Africa...RIGHT ON! !...At Ohio state , a professor has eg
J
5
launched a program using the telephone to help people '
NOW SERVING
learn languages...what will people do for a $150,000 m
i
SUNDA Y BRUNCH
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gran t from the NEH..now all would be polygots can JMi
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gg
also become would be " ployphones " ...Highly ¦I E»
Jmt
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recommended reading for junior and snior faculty |Hfl
M
members as well as administrato rs: Opinion (p.44) in j
ThURSDAYNIGHT
the CHRONICLE of October 1st... We have heard that m
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it is turmoil time in Bio...who will win between the S
I
"micro-biochem " camp?...so many Bio departments gj
COLBY NIGHT g
j
have gone wholeheartedly the micrp-biochem route tha m
DOWNSTAIRS
B
j
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SHOW YOUR ID.
g
a recent letter in Science claimed that most " whole !
FOR HAPP Y DRINKPRICES g
animal" biology in the U.S. was now being taught by JJ
J
All NIGHTLONGI
palcntologists in Geo departments...the suspense is MB
m
j
better than the best of the Twillight Zonc.for the lates 9SH
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news, keep tuned to WZOO...You can 't judge a book ¦H
J
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by its cover , but...a forthcoming lecture fro m J
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gg
NOW OPEN SUNDAY
Philo-Rcligion department beckons: "Virginity I
Revisited or You Can 't Go Home Again " ...Speaking j
Call 873-2277 g
sf favoritism , the Faculty Merit Pay system is far from g
'
being virginal...SAD to hear that while most mcrilous j
Faculty deserve that designat ion , some feel so
'downgraded" that they will no longer use their college
iddrcss after their names on future publi cations... a
Mo Win situation for all...Was n't anyone listening I
when Eli Wicscl spokc?...Lcadership retreats are just IE^^^ gffl ggflj^^^^^ ravi
i
continue d on page 9
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Each year hundreds of people in central Maine could use shelter
to preserve arid enhance life.
Hospitality House , Inc. needs your help; to be able to provide 'More
than a shelter'.Anyone interested is encouraged to donate.We can
use funds, materials or YOU.
Either phone 453-2986, or write:
2 Winchester St. Fairfield, ME 04937
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"You wanna have some fun,Fred? Watch ..
Growling and bristling, I'm gonna stand in
front of the closet door and just stare."

$12,000, Associate Professor, $16,000; and a
wopping $30,000 at the Professor's level...is it
because it is perceived that, in the "market place,"
poets are plentiful, economists elusive and sdcientists
scarce?...and we thought that mercantile principles
wereonly characteristic of the business world..could il
be that education in the U.S. of A. has become
besmirched by the business ethic (non-profit, of
course)?...Remember the late Colby theme,
"Celbrating Diversity?"...a grand idea, except that it
doesn't apply to diversity of opinion when expressed
by the faculty...If doesn't think like that powers that
be, one had better put his/her mouth in neutral...just
ask any untenured Faculty member (who is willing to
talk, that is)...THEY know what is besL..why bother
to acknowledge the pedagogical expertise or the
governance role of the rank and file...A seriously
considered Faculty committeereport that is deemd at
odds with THEIR view of the world is "celebrated" by
being placed in a "diversity" of refuse rccepticals...jusl
ask the Grievance or Affirmative Action...it often
becomes affirmative if the concerned female holds
the same general view as THEM..Jf not so then why
by-pass a perfectly qualified female for Department
Chair and appoint a perfectly qualified male?..Just
such a scenario is unfolding now...Equally
interesting...notehow many Faculty publications in the
latest President's ANNUAL REPORT, were listed as
"forthcoming"...quite a nice ploy '....next year, these
can be listed as "published"...and why omit to list
papers actually presented?...only the Shadow knows!!
(what Evil lurks in the minds of men)...
On the other hand...a Jan Plan to Kenya is
offered,...nice...if the students' pockets are especial!)
deep...which raises another question: Is the Jan Han
doomed to share the fate of the recently sunk Soviet

submarine?...with its faults, it WAS a great
concept...could still BE...Overheard: "Do you know
what the Golden rule is?"...No?... well try this on foi
size..."he/she who has the Gold rules..." How
cynical...right?... On the serious side, Colby ranks
78th among the nations 839 four-year private colleges
in a survey of the baccalaurete origins of individuals
receiving doctorates of all kinds between
1975-1984...Colby did best in science doctorates of all
kinds...in all non-science doctorates, Colby ranked
100th with the top ranking among disciplines going tc
Foreign Languages, 45th... English, 57th... and
history, 71st... Perhaps this will straighten out some
obvious misconceptions emanating from certain
self-anointed circles, "n'est-ce pas?"... Other than that,
Life goes on... good days... bad days... Winter
approaches... On the Hill, tomorrows and yesterdays
stretch endlessly in SILENCE... We shall end with an
allegory... WE know that the lion is stronger than the
lion-tamer., and so does the lion-tamer... The problem
is that the lion does not know it... Now that YOU
know...KEEP ROARING... and may the Bird of
Paradise smile upon you!!
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• 15 % discount on all parts , serv ice,
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• Game

(Letter to the editor)

continued from page 8

—"Talk about taking the elevato r
from the penthouse to the
basement" , referri ng to a Dykstra
groundou t after a homerun.
—"And Gedman ' ends up saying
"fer tilizer " , after Ge dman struck out
and said another word instead.
—"Looks like he came in on a
broken truck ", about the collision
between Dave Hendersonand Ron

Darling.
In the future, on the side of
poisonousproducts the warningwill
read"IfswallowedcallVin Scullytc
induce vomiting.'' Need I say more?

_______ o_ a__>M-__ ---B-_--to_____
B____-________________________

r Disinvestment
continued from page 8

To many blacks still living under
the discrimina
tion of a repressive
t
he
economy
takes a back
regime,
seat behind equity. To them
apar theid must end. American
disinv estment—fo r whatever
reasons—makes clear to P.W. Botha
that our companies do not find his
countryworth it '

To the Editor
What a pleasant surprise to iind the
Foss p arking lot with nice painted
spaces! What an unpleasant surprise
to find a tree in the middle of the
backdriveway! ..
I' m not one who ofte n crit icizes
the administration or maintenance
ofour school, but this time I cannot
contain myself. Who ever thought ii
a good idea to paint the linesin such
a way that you can't drivefromone
sideofthebacklot to the other?You
can imagine * my dismay when I
nearly found- my car and me in that
pit around the tree. I really have tc
question whoever it was behind this
move. Wouldn 't it have been better
to arrange that tree be in the middle
of the spaces ra ther than the
driveway? How does one expect to
plow the back lot? I wish them

luck!

I've been continuously frustrated
by the parking procedures at Cblby,
but have also tried t o be
understanding of those in charge.
This time, I just can't understand
why it was handledthe way it was.
Respectfully,
D. Rebecca Sears 37
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Gubanatorial Candidates J ohn McKernan (Rep.), Sherry Huber (Ind.), J ames
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BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed
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BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breath ed
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Ski equipment by
Rossi,Kastle, Ralchle,
Tyrolin, Solomon,
Jarvlnen, Irak
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THE FUTURE IS IN
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INTERN ATIONAL BUSINESS
A representative will be on campus
THURSDAY , NOVEMBERS, 1986

to discuss

•

GRADUATE STUDY

(^THUNDERB IRD
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
V /\ J
VfesJ/ OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
GLENDALE. ARIZONA 85306

Interviews may be scheduled at
O F FICE OF CAREER SERVICES
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Ski Team Goes Varsity First Over UMO at State Championships
Altered States: Women's Cross-Country

by R.B. Kllnkenberg

The Colby Ski Club , af ter four
years of successful comp etit ion
within NCAA-EISA Division II ,
was upgraded to varsity sta tus by th«
Board of Trus t ees a t their
commencemen t meeting in May.
This change of status will grea tly
benefit those who ski for the Colby
program. In the past club status has
hampered the top skiers who were
not allowed to advance to the

Division I Championships. The

discrimination of seven Colby skier last year was one of the factors that
persuaded tihe Trus tees to approve
the varsity status. The organizational
and administra tive responsibili ties ol
the team have now shifted from the
students to the Athletic Department.
Jeff Meserve , from Farming ton,
Maine , has been hired to coach the
nordic ski team, while the alpine
team will continue to be coached by
the Carrabasse tt Valley Academy
coaches. Meserve , a graduate of the
Universi ty of Vermon t, was a
member of t heir NCAA
Championship team, and is a teachci

ui the Farmington School district.
The Colby teams are lookin g
forward to ano t her successful
season. The women are projec ted tc
be con tenders for the Division II
title. Unfortunately, the women lost
their number one nordic skier who
was unable to return to Colby this
year as well as a three year veteran
who gradua ted. Bu t, with re turning
sophomores Stacey Mi tchell and
Lisa Beliveau who will lead the
women 's alpine team, and Junior
Sarah Doher ty to lead the ranks in
the nor dic races , the team should
have strong showings ; The Men's teams should also have
strong showings. Returning slalom
expert Don Darby and Giant Slalom
specialist Rok Zajec should lead the
alpine team while Scott Bates
con tinues to improve his
phenomenal skating technique in his
quest to bring home the hardware.
There also seems to be a grea t deal
of talen t in the freshmen ranks ,
though some are still participating in
continued on page 12

by Lauri e Anderson
For the firs t time since 1979, the
UM O Black Bears yielded the
travelling trophy of the Maine State
Cross Coun try Championships , and
for the first time in history, it went
home wi th Colby. In a very
competitive race last Saturday, the
Mules edged ou t the Division I
Bears with a score of 40 to 47,
while Ba tes placed 3rd with 59
points , and Bowdoin , Universi ty of
Southern Maine , and Presque Isle
took 4th, 5th, and 6th.
Colby showed the same team
strength and depth that won them the
NESCAC Championship two weeks
ago, and ranks them Uth in the
nation in Division III. Coach Debbie
Aitken commented,"The team really
pulled it together and the top four
ware par ticularly strong. "
Freshmad Jill Vollweiler had a
phenomenal race with an impressive
finish , placing firs t for the Mules
and second overall with a time of
18:24 for 3.1 miles. Senior . Jeanne
Guild was the Mules' 2nd runner
and 3rd overall at 18:30 , and

Heather Anderson valian tly forges through a tough Middlebury opponent

Practice Pays Off for Rugby
by Sue Crowell
How many Colby spor ts arc there
where spectators will rent a
Winnebago and take it four-wheeling
just to get a better view of the game ?
Colby men 's and women 's rugby
attracted this loyal following to their
Homecoming games against
Middlebury College, ,Saturday was
the day for playing rugby, watching
rugby, and singing from behind a
mobile home .
The Men 's team faced the strong
scr um and fast backs of
Middlcbury ' s undefeated A ' s.
Playing forty minute halves ,
Middlebury lived up to its record by
scoring a try and penalty kick in the
first half , and another try in the
second. Colby could not get the ball
past their try line, despite some good
runs by Peter Murphy and the back

line.
The last two minutes saw the only
injury suffered by ei ther the Men 's
or Women 's teams. Eric Whiteford
came away from a neck with a
broken ankle. The multiple injuries
that seemed to, characterize the early
season games are ho longer occuring
after ten days of straight training and
conditioning and the . training given a
Colby by players from the Portland
Rugby teams.
More intense practices have also
helped prevent injuries and to work
more closely as a group. Teamwork
between the backs and the forwards
and good support prov ed to be the
winning combination against
Middlebury.
Playing in thirty minute halves ,
both Colby Women 's A's and B' s
got a chance on tlie field, During the

freshman Deborah Rebore ran a verj
good race, placing 5th with a time ol
18:40.
These three received All State
honors for placing in the top seven ,

while sophomore Karen Boomer
round ed ou t Colby's top four with a
time of 18:51 and a key 9th place

finish. Colby 's 5th and 6th runners ,
junior Linda R ober ts and seni or
Sarah Redfield , bo t h ran well to
place 21st and 22nd overall , and
junior Laurie Anderson ran her
season 's best time to place 7th for

the Mules and 25th overall.
Colby 's Junior Varsity easily held
their own at States after securing a
victory over Ba tes earlier this
season. Freshman Amy Shedd ran a
very strong race to place 28th overall
as Colby 's first JV , and a total of 3

Colby runners placed before Ba tes

first JV player arri ved at the finish
line. The JV team will compete in
their last meet this weekend at the
New England Champ ionships.
The New Englan d Championships
will be held Saturday, November
1st, a t Franklin Park in Boston.
Coach Aitken said , in reference to
the upcoming meet, "We will run
easy and relaxed at the New
Englands , and rest our team for the
ECAC and Na tional Qualifi ers
meets. However , the JV team will
run hard and look for their best team
performance. "
The varsi ty team will compete
through late November, and judging
from the boost of team spirit after
last weekend , the rest of the season
will be ver y successful

Disappointing Finish for
Women's Soccer
by Christop her Watt
Despite finishing the season with a
very disappointing record , Che Colby
women's soccer team ended on a
"positive" note. Although they lost
their final two games, their play
against two of the top teams in New
England is to be commended .
Last Thursday, the Mules took on
New Hampshire College ou t a t
Loebs field. Although Colby came
out on the short end of a 7 - 0 score,
the effort was there. The visitors
were forced to keep their starting
lineu p in the en tire game to pr eserve
the shu t ou t, due to the tenacity of
the Colby offense. The team hun g in
t here and simply kep t plu gg ing
aw ay.
On homecoming weekend , the
Mules faced off against the Panthers
of Plymou th Sta te College, again oul
a t Loeb s fiel d . Again Colby cam e
ou t on the shor t end of the stick
(2-0), bu t this time the gap was ever
narrower. The Pan thers , who had

handed New Hampshire their only
loss in two years earlier this season ,
were a force to be reckoned with.
Both halves were identical , with
Plymou th outscoring Colby 1 - 0 .
This game could really have gone tc
either team. A hard-working Colby
defense kept the Mules close, but the
offense failed to capitalize on sevengood scoring opportunities.
Give the Mules credit for working
har d all season long durin g a very
discouragin g year. Their 1-7-3
recor d just doesn 't show all of the
hard work and effor t t ha t the team
pu t in all fall. Special recogni t ion
goes t o t his year 's graduating
seniors: tri-captain s Laurie Shaver ,
Ka t hy Sullivan and Charmaine
Twi g g; Chris Bren a , Martha
McTavish , Marianne MacDonald ,
Kelly Malloy and Sue Whi ttum.
Good work and good luck to next
year 's team.
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firs t half , the ball never wandered fai
from Middlcbury 's line as Colby

opened the game with a try brought
in my Michelle Lienbach . Another
try soon followed, this one touched
down by Flo LcGoff. After .thirty
minu tes of dominating scrums ,
quick passing, and aggressive
tackling, Colby led in the firs t hall
8-0.
The second half allowed
Middlebury two tries but also adde d
one more to Colby 's scorccard as
Sue Penza , Heidi Coughlin and
most of tlie team landed on the ball
after a penal ty play. The women 's
team took the game, 12*8.
Colby Women 's team wants to see
you at their game against UNH this
Saturday at 11:00 and Colby Men at
1:00 vs. St. Ahslcms.
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Colby Intra mural s
Prospective Schedule For Colby Intramurals
Target Date For
Event Finals
Dec. 6

Deadline For
Events
Sign-Up
Nov. 9
Volleyball (M ,W,
Co-ed)
Raquetball (M,W)
Basketball (M,W)

Jan. 17

Jan. 11

End of Feb.

Feb. 15

April 11

May 9

March 22

April 12

1. lon l
2. Foul Shoo ting

Type of
Tournamen t
R oun d R obin
Sing le Elimina tion
Single Eliminati on

Weightlifting (M.W)
Baske tball (M,W)
1. Hot Shot
Ski Races (M ,W)
Ska ting Races (M ,W)
Ice Hockey (M ,W)
1. Shooting Contest
Ice H ockey (M.W)
Round R obin

l.Team
Basketball (M,W)
l.Team
Track &Held (M.W)
Squash (M,W)
Swimming (M,W)
Archery fM ,W)
Badmin ton (M ,W,
Co-Ed)
Softball (M,W)

l.Team
Frisbee
1. Accuracy
2. Distance

Round R obin
One Day Meet

Single Elimin at ion
One Day Meet
One Day Mee t
Single Elimination

Round R obin

Home-Run Derby (M.W)
3-Mile Run (M.W)
Events Coordinators: Chaplin - VinnieEmery (2569), Ernie Sanders
(3066). Johnson - Joann Koletsky (3012), Nancy Pare (3068) . Lovejoy
- Peter Reed (3059), David Duane (3072). Mary Low - Robert Bums
(0357), Vinnie Paoukci (0357).
As the touch football , field
hockey, and soccer tournamen ts
finish up , the Colby In tramural
Program is already preparing for the
next round of events . These
upcoming even ts include a round
robin Volleyball tournament for
men 's women 's and co-ed teams;
single elimina tion Raquetball
tournaments for men and women;
and two Basketball events , single
elimination "1 on 1" tournaments for
men and women , and foul shoot ing
contests for men and women.
The sign-up deadline for these

events is November 9. Play will star
as soon as possible after the sign-up
sheets are turned in and will finish

on December 6.
A major new addi tion to the Colby

Intramural Program is the addition ol
a dormi tory representative system to
facili tate the distribution and
collection of sign-up sheets. .
. Sign-up sheets will be available
starting November 3. See your
dorm represen tative or Events
Coordinator to sign up. Schedule

and rule s will be available by

November 12.

1 Pat Clendenne n makes a spectacular save to propel Colby to a 2-1 victory over |
' .. .
|Bates.
I
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Remember All the Heroes
by Steve Hewitt
A hush swept over the campus this
past Monday night Doubt me not, it
was not due to the New York Giants
victory over the Washington
Redskins , or some famous
celebri ty's death. Yes, the nightmare
had come true. Save the few sparse
yells from the victor 's fans , the quie l
was thick enough to cut with a knife
as the last out was made and the

Mets

were

dubbed

Worl d

Champions. It was almost as if the .
disbelief was still holding over from
tha t dreaded sixth game. Or maybe
from the fifth game of the American
League Championship Series , when
Dave Henderson 's home - ru n
snatched victory from the jaws of
defeat. Or perhaps f rom the sixth
game of the NCCS , when the Me ts
won on three runs in the 16th
innin g. But then it may have been

Lenny Dykstra 's two run home run

in the bottom of the ninth in game
three of the NLCS that gave the
Metsa2- l edge.
Wha t will be remembered most
abou t 1986 post season play will be
"the greatest comeback ever " in
World Series history. What truly
needs to be remembered , however ,
is not the grea test comeback , but
ra ther the greatest overall exhibition
of baseball in decades and the heros
that made it all happen.
The post season should not be
remembered for one game, but for
all of them , yes, every last one of all
twenty that were played.
The 1986 postseason has given us
names we will never forget. Mets
(and I guess I should say
pseudo-Angel) fans will for some
time have the names Henderson and

Sports Scoreboard
Men 's Cross Country.

Record: 9th of 20 at Tufts , 3rd of 6 at Gorham , lst of3 at UMA,
and 2nd at NESCAC
Last Meet: 3rd of 6 at Maine Invitational
Next Meet: Nov. 1, New Englands at Boston
Wnmen'« Cross Countr y
Record: 2nd of 4 at Bowdoin, 1st of 14 at SMU Invitation al,
2nd at CBB, Ist of 4 at Wesleyan and 1st at NESCAC
Last Meet: 1st at Maine State Championship
Next Meet Nov 1 New Englands at Boston

Women 's Field Hockey. •

Record: 5-4-1
Last Game: Colby 3 Bates 1

continued on page 19

Ski Team
# continued from page 11

_______ !
Record: 1-5
Last Game: Colby 6 Bates 21
Next Game: Nov 1 Home vs. Tufts

fall sports.
The final highlight of this year 's
Colby program Is that the NCAA
Division II Cham pionships will be
hosted by Colby. They will coincide
with the winter car nival in the third
weekend of Febru ary. The Alpine
events will be hold
at
Sugarloaf/USA while the Nordic
events will be held on Campus.
Scott Bates has led , a crew that
designed and cut a new cross
country ski trail. This trail is located
behind the athletic fucitlity and will
connect the trails on Runnals Hill
and in the Arboretu m.

Men 's Soccer

Record: 3-7-2
Last Game: Colby 2 Bates 1
Next Game: Nov 1 Home vs. Brande is
Women's Soccer
Record: 1-7-3
Last Game: Colby 0 Plymouth State 2

Record: '6-3, Runner-up at MAIAW Tourna ment

Lost Match: Results not availabl e nt press time
_

Gedman engraved in their minds.
Two men who most Mets fans had
never heard of before October ,
became household names in a matter
of days. And for Sox fans (yes,
pseudo-As tro fans too), the words
"a kid they call Nails" will bum deep
wounds in the minds of many. Who
will forget the chan ts of " Daaaaarul ,
Daaaaarul . . ." ? Who will forge t
Mike Scott's incredible command?
When will Mike Witt's name be lost
in history?
The " Dream Series" caught the
campus and wc all rode the wave of
the hype, until the end. After all the
useless statis tics and unnecessary
side notes provided by the
commentators , 1986 should be
remembered for good solid baseball.
The glory of the sport was trufy

¦J

Freshman Class Officers ' Election Statements
President
How's it going guys (if you are a

freshman I mean you),
The name is Dan Spurgi n and I
have decided to run for freshman
class presiden t. Sounds impressive,
huh? In fact it is such a brillian t
statement that the other six
paragraphs you have just read all
began the same way. You are
probably asking yourself why they
even bother with these things; how
in the hell can someone recall a
name like Spurgin out of a crowd of
1700 others. Well, the reason I
bother is that I really want to be youi
presiden t so tha t I can meet more
people, have some fun , and most
impor ta n tly help our class in any
way possible. If you want to find
out who I am, dash to the closest
facebook (any book in any room
with an open door will do) and find
page 23. Stunned? Ecstatic? Upset?
Laughing? Either is fine with me as

long as you now have some idea of
who I am. The coat and tie look is
reserved exclusively for calc 123,
then I zip back to my room between
class es and I t hrow on a very
comfor table pair of purple sweats
with ai whi te sweat shir t tha t bears
the name of St Louis and pictures
its own towering arch. You might

have seen me running around

campus dressed this way (not many
people have such harsh pants),
wearing a pair of eye glasses , and
occasionally hittin g large objects
while on land ska tes. If you don 't
know who I am by now, it 's no t all
that important. I do hope you take
me seriously as a candida te, and
choose me to be your presiden t . I
have the confidence and the ability tc
make this year more rewarding and
more enjoyable for all of us. One
could not say that our class is
showered
wi t h enormous
responsibilities at the present time,
but I feci I can take tlie little wc are
offered and turn it into a lot.
Everyone has probably gotten this
last point across in one way or
another , and all could do the job
well. The differenc e though , is that 1
thin k I can do it the best
Your friend or hope to be your
friend,
Daniel G. Spurgi n
Spurge

Hi! I ' m Tracy Roy and I 'm
running for Freshman Class
President. I believe in the
representa tion of student opinions
and ideas ; communication between
the class officers and the freshman
class about what is going on and
what decisioi s are being made ; and
most importantly the involvement ol
the students in " class" activities. I
feel that my background experience
in leadership positions; i.e. social
chair of Woodman , High School
Class President , Executive Board ,
as well as my involvement in
Student Governme nt will enable me
to represent the Freshman Class 's

ideas and concerns , and also help tc
organize class activities, trips , and
events
The most impor tan t thing you
should know abou t 'me is tha t I 'm
enthusias tic and ready to pu t my
energy into the office of President oi
the Freshman Class.
Vote for leadership and
enthusiasm.
Tracy Roy
Woodman
My name is Lisa Friedman and I
am running to be your freshman
class presiden t
This position requires imagination
and creativity so that our year will be
the best it can possibly be. I have in
mind several ideas for acade mic,
cultural , and of course , social
activities throughout the year ,
especially work , semi-formals and
theme dances , and freshman
in tramurals (baske tball , volleyball ,
tennis , and even football in the

snow.)
Wi thou t pro per planning Ja nuary
will be a long dreary mon th. I
would like to make this time the
highli ght of our firs t year a t Colby.
It

is

a

period

when

all

un derclassmen can join together as
one and become a " class. " I would
like to help this happen.
To get the class involved wi t h
planning even ts and in deciding the
way in which our class will
function , I would like to have open
mee t ings wi t h the cabine t, our
advisor , Dean Serdjenian , and class
members once a mon t h or more

often if desired by the class. My job
would be to oversee what jam, wan t
and develop these ideas , not to tell
you wha t is going to be. Class inpu t
allows everyone to play an active
par t in making occasions to sui t each
person 's interes ts.
Fundraising will also be an
impor tan t aspect of our freshman
class events this year. It is necessary
for us to establish an account to
provide for our future ? plans. I was
thinking about a talent show as one
way of raising money. This would
be fun as well as pro fitable.
If elected I will do my best to make
tliis year very involved, busy, and
fun-filled with many differen t and
exciting activities. Also, I will be
available to listen to comments ,
complaints , and suggestions (there
is always room for impr ovement) at
all times throughout the year.
, For a freshmen year and January
Plan that promises to be full of
surprises and fun , vote Lisa
Friedman for your class president!

My name is Gregg Jackson , and
I' m running for Freshman class
president. I'm not going to bore you
with a lot of campaign promises that
I can 't keep, or tell you of past
student government positions.
(Simply because I've never held
one.)
What I can promise you is
creativity and my constant attention
to all aspects of freshman life at

Colby . (Not just weekend social
events.)
I realize that this brief statement
will no t allow you the cri teria
necessary to fully unders tand and
apprecia te my desires and abilities.
If , however, you get anything at all
out of reading this, I hope it is the
fact tha t I am enthusias tic about the
oppor tuni ties which could awai t the

class of 1990!
If your roomma te doesn 't happ en
to be running against me, and you

don 't have any reservations about
voting for me, then go ahead . . .

make my day.

Sincerely,
Gregg Jackson
Williams 205

Why should you vote for Robyn
Glaser for Presiden t of the class of
1990?

Colby is a small school that cannot

depend on its location for social
activi ties. Therefore , the studen ts
here at Colby have to work together
t o provide for t heir own
entertainment. It seems to me that
t here are several p eople wi t h
experience initia ting an exciting
campus life. We need to get
motivated and start executing our
talen t . As presiden t of my studen t
governmen t in high school , I fully
recognize t he responsibili ties of
taking on a leadershi p position. If
elected presiden t, I will do the best I
can to benefi t the class.
SO GET ROCKIN ', VOTE FOR

ROBYN!!!

I, Cricke t Girvin , am running for
presiden t of the class of 1990,
because I want to help make our first
year a t Colb y College as enjoyable
and produc tive as it can possibly be.
I am willing to work as hard as I can
to fulfill this goal.

Respec tfully Submi tt ed,

- Cricket Girvin

Vice-President
My name is Scott Schirmeier and 1
am running for vice-president of the
freshman class. I am an enthusias tic
individual who can contrib ute a grea t
deal to Colby. I gained leadership
skills in hi gh school , acting as
presiden t of my class and pre siden t
of the stude nt council. I playc'd for
the Colby soccer team this fall and if
elected I hope to get more involved
with campu s life. If elected I would
like to sponsor dances , dinners , and
trips. Through these activities ,
hopefully all of the members of the
class of 1990 will have an active and
enjoyable year. If you have any
questions concerning my ideas more
specifically, please contact me at
extension 3067.
Elections arc tomorrow , please
remember to vote.
Thank you.

My name is Lisa Ensign and I am

running for Vice-President of the
Class of 1990. 1 feel that our class
shows great poten tial for being a
cultural and social force on campus.
I believe that I am qualified to
represen t our class in taking an
active role in the college life.
Our class is already showing a
sense of unity. If elected, I plan to
organize many social events that will
give our class a chance to create its
own iden tity. Such activities will
include special par t ies, formal
banquets , fund-raising events ,
community events, and hopefully an
organized class trip.
I have the enthusiasm , ideas , and
energy, as well as the time to make
our firs t year at Colby as fun and
exciting as possible. With your
imput and coopera tion I know tha t 1
can make a valuable contribution in
accomplishing our goals. If you
wan t the Class of 1990 to be
recognized as an active one, I hope
tha t you will give me your suppor t ir
the election.
Not many candidates run for an
office only to " serve the people."
Most have personal reasons for
wan ting to be elected - greed ,
influence , or prestige for example. 1
admi t I am no different For the pas t
few years it has been suggested tha t
the freshman class organize a trip tc
Boston. But, no freshman class has
made it off Mayflower Hill. I want
to go to Boston! And I want all of
. you to go too. I'm running for Vice
Presiden t of the Class of 1990 and I
hope you will vote for me. Put your
trust in me to work with the other
officers to raise money for tlie trip tc
Boston. I also want to orga nize lots
of other fun and exciting activities
for our class. So remembe r: Vote
Danny Reed (t ha t's me) for
Freshman Class Vice President!

My name is Lisa Ensign and I am

Secretary
I, Jill Mongeau , am running for
the position of Secretary for the
Class of 1990. Past exper ience in
studen t governmen t has led me to
believe that student repr esentation is
an important mechanism in bringing
for th the ideas and opinions of the
st uden t* body. As Secretary , I will
be concerned with informing the
Class of 1990 of current policies at
Colby College as well as being the
voice of the students . I am willing to
undertake the resp onsibili ties that
your vote will give me.
Vote Jill Mongeau for Secretary.
My name is Carol Lockwood. I

am from Kailua , Hawaii , and 1

would like to be the secretary of the
class of 1990. My communica tion
skills are very good, I can speak in
French , Hawaiian and , of course ,
English. Freshman year has the
potential to be one of our best here ai
Colby if guided by the proper
leadership, and I believe tha t I woulc
be a good member of the team that
will provide it. Much of the du ty of
class officers in freshm an year is tc
organize social activities for the class
and everyone knows Hawaiians
really know how to par ty! So when
you vote, remember , 'O Kalola ka
po'e maika 'i nui 'o ka hana! (Carol
is the best person for the job!)
Class unity is impor tant , and I fee.
that one of the main obligations as a
class officer is to create a sense of
class spirit and unity. However , this
can only be done through creati vity
and hard work. If elected secretary
of the class of 1990, I will work
hard to plan many activities and
social func tions tha t will unite our
freshman class , and will make this
year a grea t beginning to our four
years at Colby.
Becky Whi tehouse

Treasurer

running for vice-pre sident of the
class of 1990. I feel tha t our class
shows grea t potential for being a
cultural and social force on campus.
I, Suzanne Kouman tzelis, feel tha t
I believe that I am qualified to I would be a good candida te for
represent our class in taking an freshman class tr easurer because
I'm hardworking and have many
active role in the college life.
Our class is already showing a creative ideas. I think you could
sense of unity. If elected , I plan to make our first year here at Colby a
organize many social events tha t will fun and exciting one if you vote for
give our class a chance to crea te its me for treasurer.
Thank you ,
own identi ty. Such activities will
Suzanne Koumantz elis
include special par ties , formal
banquets , fund-raising events ,
I am ru nning for the treasurer of
community events , and hopefully an
the freshman class because I believe
organized class trip.
I possess the quali ties and desir e
I have the enthusiasm , ideas , and
needed to hold such an office.
energy, as well as the time , to make
From holding various offices in
our first year at Colby as fun and
clubs during high school, I have the
exciting as possible. With your
leader ship
ab ilities
and
input and cooperation , I know tha t I computat ional
skills required for
can make a valuable contr ibutio n in being
tre asurer.
accomplishin g our goals, If you
I would consider being elected tc
wont the class of 1990 to be -represen t
the class of 1990 as a grcal
recognized as an active one, I hope honor. I
would enter into and carr y
that you will give me your support
out this office with much eagerness
in the election.
and enthusiasm. /

Lisa Bove

"Time for What's Goin'
on in Maine, Ayuh ... "

Colby -

HalloweenStory Telling - read by Charles Bassett and John Mizner.
Friday night (10/31), 9 pm at Lorimer Chapel. Sponsored by Chaplin
and Johnson Commons Cul tural Life.

In Portland Portland Museumof Art, 7 Congress Square ,"The Vinalhaven Rress ,
1984 - 86," thru Nov. 30; "Amer ica observed: Wood engraving s by
Win slow Homer " ; Colonial Silver and por trai ts; "Mildred Burrage ,
1890-1893: The Early Years. "
Portland PublicLibrary,"In Time and Eterni ty: Maine Shakers in the
Industrial Age, 1872-1918" thru Thurs .
Hitchcock Art Dealers, 602 Congress Street , works by Willi a m
Manning, Na t asha Myers , Eric Ho pkins , and others.
Music :
Condo Pygmies, rockband , 5 to 8 pm, Thurs.Oct30 , USM Portland ,
fr ee.
Theater:
Hand y Dandy , by Wm. Gibson , Nov.l-23,Por tland Performin g Ar ts
Center.
Starting Here Starting Now, thru Nov.2,Thea tre of Fantasy, 50
Danfor th St

Elsewhere -

Maine State Muse um, Augusta, exhibi ts depicting Maine 's natural
environmen t social history , an d manufac turin g history; " Ma de in
Maine ," a celebra tion of Maine's working people; "Age of Steam and

Sail. "

Bates College, "Neil Welliven Exploring the Land scape" through
Nov. 16.
BowdoinCollege, "Vital Statistics: American Folk Drawing s and
Watercolors from Private Collection " Thru Nov.9; "Masterp ieces from
the currier Gallery of Ar t" thru Nov. 2.

Theater:

Dracula by Bram Stoker , Nov.6-23, Maine Acting Co., 113 Lisbon
St., Lewiston.
Canidida, by George Bern ard Shaw , Oct30-Nov.l5, Penobsco t
_.
Thea ter Co., Ban gor.

The Right Look and
Don't You Forget It!
The editors of the Arts/
Entertainment section have decided
to include, as a periodic article, a
fashion report. We sincerely hope
that we can contribute to a better
dressed Colby student body.
by Sean Collins
From day one , we 've been
affected by fashion - even if we
didn 't know it. Why, I can still
r emember those "fee tv " oaiam a s
with the padde d feet compar tmen ts
that kept my toes warm during the
harshes t winter ni gh ts. When you
outgrew your PJ 's, only following
your mom's act of cutting off the
"feetics ," you'd move on to bigger
and better . things. Nowadays ,
toddlers don their yupp ie versi on of
kids' clothing - Geranimals . For me,
I just got my brother ' s
hand-me-downs; and only I know
throu gh how many han ds they were
passed down.
Then we entere d the bi g league where you just had to have what
Belinda or Pete was wearing or you
wer en't considered "in " in secondarj
school social stratification. (Big
whoop, righ t?) These are the types
of clo thes tha t we can all agr ee to
categorize as " clothes you once
deemed as essential to your very

social existence, but that today you
wouldn 't even be caugh t doin g
yardwork in."
So, now we've entered the major

leagues. We're college studen ts now
and wc tend to pride ourselves on
our rugged individualism. We
express ourselves by the clothes we
wear . Why , even after we graduate
from Colby, appearance could be the
determining factor of whether or no t
-we get that "firs t choice" job .
Consequen tly, I have compiled a
list of some of the "hottest " looks foi
t he fa ll season t o help t he
fashionably confused. As the saying
goes, you 've got to be "dressed for
success."
Let 's start with the head. Long hail
is defini tely in this fall. To see this,
we can turn to some of our favorite
T.V. charac ters - like Lisa Bonet
(although , personally, I though t she
looked much more att rac tive wi th
shor t hair .) For men , you see the
same. I guess long-haired
ba ckwoods people are having the .
las t laugh a ft er all. They 've been
ahead of their time, in a strange
sense, and are paying a lot less, I'm
sure , for t heir cu ts t han are the
city-dwellers. Drooping hats can be
use d to adorn one's hair are qui te

"in" this season.

For body clothes , there is one '
word , and only one word , to

describe the current trend - plaid.
Not ju st t he old color /color or
black / whi te combos, but the biggest
craze is black /whi te/grey plaids with
colors, and I mean all types of color,
plaids.
Finally , we get to shoeware .
Boo t s are probably t he wi sest
decision for footwarc , especially if
you live where it snows a lot They
carry not only a func tional purpose
this fall and win ter , bu t they also,
lend a stylish purpose. We're not
j us t seeing the tradi tional brown
leather boots; in addition , simula ted
leopard an d snake skins are
curren tly popular materials .
Now don't get me wrong . No one
mean s to dictate a certain way of
dr e ssin g or , if you will ,
self-expression. I' m only sugges ting
different trends to ada pt your current
way of dr essing. Ei ther you take it o:
leave it . In today 's worl d, any thin g
is accept able , so don 't feel left ou t iJ
you don ' t like these clothe s. Not
only are the unconventional looks
accep table , bu t they 're welcome in
this day and age of material
diversity.

Wake Me When It s Over

Restaurant Review: Foss Hall
by Scott A. Lainier
I've travelled the world over, and
enjoyed some of the finest cuisine
this " Big Blue Marble " has had to
offer. Paris , London , Tokyo - yes,
even Jersey has offered my pala te a
veritable festival of flavors . Foss
Dining Hall (proprietor unknown)
presen ted quite a challenge to this
food critic , as I caught the
establishment during a rather busy
season , and had to compete with
what is commonly known as the
"twelve- thirty- after- class rush. "
Nevertheless , my afternoon sitting
went smoothly (aside from the
occasional need to duck paper and
vegetable projectiles , hurled by the
patrons).
The atmosphere is festive , and
even boasts a somewhat
international flavor.'Numerous flags
of various countries (none of which
the patrons could identify) adorn the
highest part of the wall (so no one'll
steal 'em). The ceilings arc
extremely high , and the floor is
multi-level , creating an architectural
wondcrama. The upper level, a.k.a.
"the stage " , is pri me seating, as it
offers an advantageous vantage

poin t for what the patro ns call
" scoping."
My guests (Stu Macelhausc , Bill
Costello , R.V. Stcfens and Ahmed
Rosenbaum) and I began with a
salad from the extensive vegetable
bar (complete with sneeze guard).
There were plenty of the old
st andard veggies , but I was most
pleasantly surprised to find ham
salad , served a few days before as a
main course , offered as well. I must
say, we were nearly stuffed already ,
but pressed on the for the sake of the
review.
As an entree , Stu , R.V. and
Ahmed selected the chicken patty
with fries (a local favorite) while Bill
and I chose a Chinese vegetable dish
of green peppers , celery and tofu ,
served on a bed of rice. Wc decided
to skip the broccoli soup this time
around. As a beverage , we chose
from milk , an assortment of soft
drinks , and fresh apple cider. Wc all
chose, water - our most delightful
and refreshing selection of the day.
There were , a few surprise
offerings not mentioned on the
menu. They were: a number of
cereals , including the exotic Sugar

Smacks (not to be confused wi t h

Sugar Smack , an exotic and
dangerous drug) and the old
standard peanut butte r and jelly,
easily made if you 're willing to
stand in an hour long line.
Additional attractions included a

microwave oven of astronomical

radioac tive power (place styrofoam
inside at your own risk), and an ice
cream bar with various sauces
(which arc also quite handy, should
your car need a quart or two.)
For dessert , wc all chose extra
sweet coffee and a sedative.
I was rather disturbed at the fact
that I was not allowed to take a
sandwich with me, due to the
concern that I mi ght sneak this food
to an outside " potential " patron. I
was even more disturbed at the fact
that there was no desi gnated
smoking section (for example , the
" stage ") for patrons who relish the
prospect of nicotine drifting
throu ghout their res pirat ory
systems. This is indeed a problem
which has per haps fallen by the
waysid e in the face of more press ing
world problems (you know , the
summit and all), but I do believe tha i
il might be worth fur ther debate.

All in all , t he fare itself created

numerous stirring > and wholly
unique sensations which will no
doub t compel me to return again and
again . May I advise you to do the
same. Oh goodness , I see it's time tc
cat again already. Sure hope it' s
chicken patties.
Rating: Poor to excellent
(depending on the weather , the

gra des you received that day and
your abili ty to . forget Mom 's roast
turkey with giblet gravy).
Prices (generally) : A hefty tuition
with eleven percent annual increase.
Advice: Concen t ra t e on your
studies. I mean , what could be bcttct
than food for though t?
Mom , I miss you , 1 really do.
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Pippm:

Movie Review: "Jumpiri Jack Flash''

Unfulfilled Promise
by M. Daigle

Her two solos, "Kind of Woman"
and "I Guess I'll Miss the Man,"
were the emotional highlights of the
production.
Much of the striving was
performed by E. Bradley Spielman
as Pippin. Unfortunately not blessed
with the strongest singing voice, his
character did grow on the audience
about somewhere in the middle of
the. second act when he was finally
accepted as Pippin.
And, of course, Mark J. Wylie
was large and cute in the role of
Theo. Rest in peace, Otto.
The remainder of the players were
sorely underutilized. Too often they
were left sitting around merely
watching the single acts instead of
appearing as part of the troupe
stopping by to perform the evening's
entertainment. One of the chorus
players was at one point reduced to
merely tapping her foot to the music.
The costuming of the ensemble
was an attempt to add color to the
otherwise plain setting. But the
choice of clashing Spandex added to
the discomfort: instead of being
magical and theatrical the troupe
appeared to be refugees from the
Fitness Center. And that added to the
very plainness of the production.
Indeed, that was the most troubling
aspect of "Pippin": the absolute
plainness of the production. Instead
of engaging the collective fancy, of
the actors and audience, the
production droned on, providing nc
estimable highs of music or comedy,
While certain scenes worked very
well, too often they fell flat
Again we will assume this was the
result of the approach of the directoi
and not a lack of imagination. Yet
the production merely, and
conversely, skimmed the surface ol
the play aimed for the lowest
common denominator: thus the sex
jokes got the biggest laugh, yet
sounded hollow like small boys
reading Playboy.
(Editor 's Note: This article was
contributed by an individualwhois
not affiliated withColby but isf r o m
the Waterville area..)

Promising magic, last weekend's
Powder and Wig production of
"Pippin" produced instead a couple
of hours of honest striving, some
hard-earned laughs and some
momentsof decent theatre.
' We must assume the minamalist
approach taken by director John
Maus was intentional. Yet the stage,
bereft of decoration except the two
three-step risers and a transparent
backdrop, should have been the
battleground for the testing of both
the imagination of the actors and the
audience, but very often in this
slowly-paced production was the
scene for what appeared to be troop
movements as the chorus of actors
too often ran from the stage enmass
to secure props.
A bare stage for a theater
production should at the very
minimum allow the audience to
experience the magic of the
imaginative interplay of the acting
troupe, to delight in the creation of
the play and to experience the
concept - as it was written into the
script of "Pippin " ¦> of . the
play-within-a-play.
Whereas we might have expected
some intricate ensemble acting, in
this production we were treated to a
series of star turns with not only the
audience merely watching, but also
much of the cast reduced to
spectators.
Yet the stars performed admirably,
Albeit singly.
John T. Reynolds as Charles
played the role to the fullest, never
missing a chance to fill out the
overblown pomposity of the
character. Derek S. Mitchell was a
nice sychophant as Lewis and Patty
Cirigliano brought merriment to the
role of the old woman, Bcrthe,
though her solo would have been
more effective without the distractior
of the aerobics and mugging being
performed in the background.
As the Leading Player, Doug
Chilson is no song and dance man,
but is skilled enough an actor to
enliven the comedy. The role would
She 's Gotta Have It
have been more effective had he
Oct. 31-Nov. 6 7&9 PM
been directed to move about the
Matinee Sat&Sun at 1PM
stage rather than sitting in the comer
Mon&Wed nlghts-- $1 off
looking like he was waiting for a
with student ID.
bus.
Waterville 873-6526
The finest single singing
performance of the play was turned mni Vtionuilli ^^
in by Sara E. Dickison as Catherine.

by Vincent Canby
c. 1986 N.Y.TimesNews Service
NEW YORK - As she
demonstrated in Steven Spielberg's
"Color Purple," in which she gave a
good disciplined performance in a
production that could otherwise have
used some of her restraint, Whoopi
Goldberg is a legitimate actress - one
capable of submerging her own
personality in the interests of a
particular characterization.
In her earlier, one-woman
Broadway show , "Whoopi
Goldberg," and especially in its
beautifully edited, somewhat
reworked adaptation for Home Box
Office , she'd been even better.
Under the supervision of Mike
Nichols, and with a minimum of
props, she created a series of sharp,
naive, worldly, lost, always
eccentric characters, as well as the
world they inhabited.
Goldberg is both an actress and a
performer. She's a volatile natural
resource that can't easily be
contained by means as frail and
soft-headed as those offered by
"Jumpin' Jack Flash," her first and let's hope - her worst motion-picture
comedy.
Watching Goldberg attempt to
scale herself down to the demands
of this desperate endeavor is to see
the triumph pf compromise as the

terminal disease of show business.
"Jumpin' Jack Flash," its title
taken from the Mick Jagger-Keith
Richards song, is about a lonely
Manhattan computer programmer
(Goldberg) working in the foreign
exchange department of a large Wall
Street Banking Firm. By some
magical mix-up beloved in computer
comedies, she begins to receive on
her video screen SOS's from a
British agent held behind the Iron
Curtain. In no time flat, she falls in
love with her correspondent and
finds herself in the middle of a
life-threatening, extremely dim
espionage caper.
"Jumpin' Jack Flash" appears to
have been written to be played by
almost any conventional, halfway
competent actress, and then hastily
remodeled in an attempt to fit the
particular Whoopi Goldberg image.
This sort of thing sometime works,
as in Eddie Murphy's triumph in the
"Beverly Hills Cop," project
originally intended for Sylvester
Stallone.
However, as it was put together,
"Jumpin ' Jack Flash" succeeds as
neither a Whoopi Goldberg vehicle
nor as a conventional comedy.
Goldberg, dressed in her own
variation of Annie Hall chic, her
dreadlocks bouncing, struts through
the film like a visitor from outer
space, doing an occassional schtick

and frequently uttering her favorite
seven-letter word . She's an
exuberant, R-rated presence
imprisoned within essentially
genteel, G-rated circumstances.
As she seems to be inhibited by
her obligations to the narrative, - or
what there is of it - she is made to
look even sillier by her presence in
it The camera, by which Spielberg
apotheosized her, often treats her
cruelly. This is something that might
have been prevented by the director
Penny Marshall, the star of
television's "Laveme and Shirley":
who here makes her debut as a
theatrical film director.
Marshall directs "Jumpin' Jack
Flash" as if she were more worried
about the d'ecor than the effect of
the performance. Even , potentially
good gags somehow go unrealized,
as when Goldberg manages to get
the skirt of a blue-beaded evening
dress caught in a paper shredder.
The idea is funnier than the
execution. Goldberg is only funny
when she is -being foul-mouthed,
which seems rude since no one else
is allowed to respond in kind or
degrees.
Among those who behaved
themselves best as members of the
supporting cast are Stephen Collins,
Carol Kane, John Wood , Jim
Belushi and Jonathan Pryce.
,
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Museum
News
Profs Show
their Stuff
Starting this past Sunday, the
Colby Art Department is proud to
present a myriad of artwork done by
three faculty members of the Colby
Art Department The participants in
the event are Harriet Matthews,
Abbott Meader, and Gina Werfel .
The exhibit is currently on display at
the Jcffe Museum and will be so
until November 12. Admission is, of
course, free!

Pippm

Review
by Elaine Kingsbury
"Join us - leave your field to
flower!" sang Leading Player as he
invited us into the delightful world
of Pippin, a comedy musical
presented by Powder and Wig. The
Leading Player entreated us to
"come and spend an hour or two"
with him on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday nights of last week, and
those who did witnessed an
entertaining show.
The play revolves around young
Prince Pippin (eldest son of King
Charlemagne) and his all-consuming
desire to find the ultimate
fulfillment. He looks for his corner
of the sky in such varied places as
the battlefield as a knight, in the
bedroom as a lover, and in the
studio as an artist Through none of
these pursuits does he find what he
wants. Even in his deep love for
Catherine he does not find that
special meaning for his life. Finally,
Pippin realizes that absolute
fulfillment does not exist and though
he feels trapped, he also feels happysomething he's never truly
experienced before.
Pippin can be considered to be a
play-within-a-play, for Pippin is the
only real person in it and all the
others are "players" (This is evident
in the fact that only Pippin wears
clothing; the players wear plain
leotards or "costumes", such as the
robe worn by "King Charlemagne"
and the shawl worn by "Berthe"). '
It is the players who guide Pippin
in his scorch. Everything seems to
be going the way they had planned
up until their finale - this is where
Pippin breaks away from them. The
players challenge him to step into the
box where he will burst into flames
and be "brilliant like the sun" and
thus, find ultimate fulfillment.
Pippin refuses- he has reached the
limit of his search. It is at this point
too, that the player who portrays
Cath erine b ecomes a real person
when she realizes that she loves

Pippin in reality and not just as a
player. Even stripped of make-up,
clothing and stagelights, the two dc
not give up their happiness even if
they feel trapped.
Freshman Brad Spielman
portrayed the persona of Pippin very
convincingly. Though he- seemed tc
be forcing his actions and
overacting, it added to Pippins
oyerzealious, bumbling character.
Spielman's face was especially
expressive: it was very clear what
Pippin was feeling before any word
was spoken. Unfortunately, one
disapointing aspect of Spielman's
acting cannot be left out here and tha
is his singing. Though he gave a
valiant effort, he did not pull it off:
the songs of the play were not mean)
for his obviously untrained baritone
voice. Otherwise, Spielman gave a
strong performance.
John Reynolds as Kin g
Charlemagne was positively
excellent (though he did try to steal
scenes as a normal player). He
played the pompous idiot very well
and yet, when the scene at Aries
called for pleading and utter
seriousness, Reynolds came through
with an impressive performance.
Doug Chilson (leading player)
seemed very nervous throughout the
play. His singing voice was shaky
and he flubbed a few lines. Granted,
these are minor problems, but his
nervousness held back what could
have been very good acting,
Patty Cirigliano as Berthe and Sara
Dickison as Catherine both added
great talent to the show, particularly
in their vocal ability which the show
overall sorely lacked. Also, Emily

Nussdorfer and Derek Mitchell
turned out very good portrayals of
the conniving step-mother and
step-brother. And, of course, one
musn't forget Mark Wylie's superb
performance of the "little boy" Thee
with his "big duck".
As for the remaining players, on
the whole, a decent show but most
seemed very unsure of themselves.
This was apparent in the fact that
they were often looking at their feet
or worse, looking at each others
feet. They looked uncomfortable
with the stage, set, and blocking, as
if they did not get enough rehearsal
time. Except in a few players, the
enthusiasm, that should spark the
whole show was low. They did
what they were expected, however,
and were generally alright
Overall, Pippin was a very
entertaining performance. For all
three nights, it was well-attendedby
Colby students, faculty and
Waterville residents and everyone
really seemed to have enjoyed their
evening at Strider Theater. Powder
and Wig deserve to be proud of their
presentation.
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College Policy
on Aids
by Alison Cotno
Last Spring, a sub committee of
the Health Advisory Committee put
forth two statements making
recommendations regarding the
colleges policy towards AIDS. The
statement includes a brief description
of the disease and recommends
policy guidelines. The college is
presently in the process of adopting
these recommendations which are
based on the most currentinformation available. They will
constantly be reviewed and revised
as more information is found on the
virus and its diseases. Although the
recommendation will most likely not
be needed , maintenance of
individual rights makes such a polic}
necessary.
AIDS (Acquire.ed Immune
Deficiency Syndrome) is a disease
caused by the virus Human
T-Lymphotropic virus Type III
(HTLV-III). There is also a milder
illness caused by this virus known
as AIDS-Related complex, or ARC.
Only about 5-20% of the people
who have ARC actually develop
AIDS. HTLV-III is an extremely
fragile virus that is found in the bodj
fluids of infected persons. Although
it is definitely transmitted through

blood and semen, there is no
evidence that it can be spread,
through saliva. Individuals who test
positive for the virus will not
necessarily develop AIDS or ARC,'
but must still consider themselves as
carriers. People who do contract the
disease suffer, from a breakdown in
their body's defense system, and are
left unprotected from other diseases.
AIDS can be transmitted through
intimate sexual contact, but not
through casual contact. It can also be
spread through exposure to
contaminated blood. The virus is
very easily transmitted through dirty
needles, thus people who share
intraveneous drugs and needles face
a higher risk of contracting the
disease. Also, other objects that
might be contaminated with blood
(toothbrushes, razors, tweezers)
should not be shared with an
infected person. Because there is nc
known cure for AIDS, eliminating
risk is the only means of pervention.
The infirmary has pamphlets
available that provide more
information on the disease, its
symptoms and mean s of
transmition. Copies of the school's
recommendation are available in the '
Dean of Students office.

A SEMESTER IN BOSTON
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STU-A
The following article was written by the
StudentAssociation Executive Board:
Board of Governors Agendafor Oct . 30

will be talking about Starwars, semester.
*
nuclear disarmament, and summit
Third, the Board of Governors
l.Call to Order, Roll Call,
negotiations. Cultural Life is voted to approve the petition of
Approval of Minutes; 2. Discussion
spending $2,000 to bring him to . off-campus students requesting a
of Proposed Disciplinary Procedures
Colby.
second off-campus governor who
(Guest Mark Serdjenian, Assistant
will sit on the Board with the current
Board of Governors 10/9 Meeting
Dean of Students); 3. Room Draw
Off-Campus Governor , Steve
Update:
Update (Guest Hope Warden ,
Goldman.
The Board of Governors meeting
All-Campus Room Draw Chair); 4.
Fourth, a committee consisting of
on Thursday, October 9, covered a members of the Board of Governors
Formation of Committees
wide range of issues. First, it was and headed by Parliamentarian John
concerningscheduling of events and
decided that many of the disciplinary McNinch was set up to review the
reviewing clubs and organizations;
procedures
recently proposed by the new intramurals system.
5. Reports fro m Commons
Department of Safety and Security,
Presidents; 6. Other.
Fifth, the suggestion of increasing
in conjunction with the Dean of
CuIturalUfe:
the Colby Security presence at social
November 19 - Tom Halsted, ( Students Office, must be clarified events was discussed. ,
former U.S. Chief Anns Negotiator, before we can make further

Meeting:

• Cuernavaca Trip
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clubs and organizations, Social Life,
etc.
-Student Association Executive
Board
Michael Ashley, President
Heather Cameron, Vice-President
Jean Kroek, Secretary
Peter Murphy,Treasurer
Laura Zegel, Cultural Chair
Phili pa Carter, Social Chair
John McNinch, Parliamentarian
Opinions:
We would like to thank the Editors
of the Efihfl for allowing us to create
a standard section of the paper for
|Student Association material.

Classifieds must be dropped off at the Echo
Office, 3rd floor Roberts, by 6 p.m. Monday
night.

continued from page 6

attentive to the academic and social
needs of the group," said Cotter.
That evening, President Cotter
spoke at the dedication of the library
Celebration with a mariachi band
followed as part of the evening's
festivities. Saturday, the Cotters
toured Taxco, a small town with a
large silver market, returning to
Colby Sunday night.
Overall, President Cotter said thai
he was impressed with the new
library, the school facilities, the
quality of instruction, the idea of
living in a native environment, and
the intense academic program for
language competence.

Please contact the STU-A
Executive Board if you have any
comments you feel are important
Future topics will include:
Commons Updates, Views about
comments on them. These
proposals, which contain no new
rules or regulations , are
standardizations of current
sanctions.
Second, the Board voted in favor
(14-1-2) of allowing mid-week
parties in the Student Center with
certain restrictions. This decision
will be reviewed after the first

¦
)

Apply for the TIME College Achievement
Awards and find out. TIME Maga zine is searching for 100 college juniors who have distinguishe d
t hemselves by t heir excellence , in acade mics and ,
more impor tantly, exceptional achievement outside the classroom.
The top 20 winne rs will be awarded $2,500 and

profiled in a special promotional section of
TIM E. Eighty finalists will receive $250 each,
All 100 students will be given first consideration
for in ternships with participat ing corporations ,
Deadline for applications is December 31 ,
1986. Details, a t your dean 's office or call 1-800523-5948. In Pennsylvania , call 1-800-637-8509.'

TIME

The CollegeAchievementAwards
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Mike: Can I borrow your tapes? I need
something to wedge the door open with - J

Who am I: "Do you need the lights on?"
Who am I: "Yes!"
EL - Beware! I' ve got grapefrui ts, little girl!
- Crazy Woman
Chris - When are we going to meet her?
- the others

Al and K aren: Thanks for everything , can
we do it again next weekend? I promise I
won 't cry or lock you ou t or pass ou t or

puke.

- The Cabbage Patch Ki d

Tom and Jerry : Dont you have homes t o gc
to? Yes, it 's you (Wha t were ya thinkin '?)
Geg? Wha t Up?
. Jeff: Do you wan t to take a weasle break
with us?
KR: You're ugly!
- JMC
P.S. Don't take it personally
P.S.S. I'm sorry, but that 's the way I was
broug ht up.

Girls , let 's get this strai ght: Not weird , jusi

National college marke ting company seeks
To the Mets dounut creep individual or campus grou p to work part . How bout another 10 if the Sox win it? I'll
time assisting students in applying for credit
save some for the next morning too.
cards. Flexible hours , excellent $, full
- The chocolate "glazed" driver

training. Meet students and have FUN. Call
Jane t at t-800-592-21 21.

For sale: 1976 Olds Omega ; blue and while:

The Cabbage Patch Twins say "thaak-you "
t o their roomma tes , and yes, we will
reci procate when the times comes.

$250; contact Mark Serdjenian at 3106 in
the Dean of Studen ts Office (yes, it runs) .

Girls , your room looks... different What
is that thing, anyway?!

Dave and Jeff:

Anne P: Aren 't you supposed to have a
license t o run a " guest house"?

comes comple te with Colby st icker , only

Those guys may have bought us beers, but
they really wan ted us t o pass ou t so th ey
could have you all to themselves.
Al Signor Ferguson e la cvlasse italiario
medio Firenze e molto bene! La mia scuola e moltc
bene e sono i studenli italini encore Mi
Solvate!
- Adam

K and R: Quick! Put up some posters!

Colleen: My grandmo ther 's best friend and

- one of your humble servan ts

R achel, do j_ u do that kind of stuff?

Colleen -

Heights Rm 211: 3 pts, Rm 210: 2 pts.

"Again? What is it with you that as soon as
you put one fin on the land you have to go?"

How come you look so tired all the time?

Kris tin , so you 're the one advising Dr.

Thomas: Will you be my bodyguard? (I'm
not a material girl).
-J
P.S. This is not a pro position.

learn to stand without leaning).

- Belvediere

half hour?

J: Don't be sorry; jus t don 't do it again.

Bish, thanks for the fun! (but you should

Green rasta-faia tail gaters -

lt was defini t ely bad. As long as the
voyager runs , how "bout another?

Anne Cooksori: What can I do for you this

JR: it' s true

different

Hey man , are you stressed abou t geeking
out?

By GARY LARSON
_____

my cousin Howard both say hi.

John , do you want me to sit?

Ru th!

Bean , "Can I just on your bed?'

THE FAf- S-PE

RT: If I had slept over Sunday, the double
could have been a six-man (including the
roden t).

I

Tom Hubbard -

A nice display of skill on the dance floor. 1
guess you don 't have to take all your
clothes off to have a good time.
Hey McKay - how 's the bubbly flowi ng !

Burn!

Jeff Butler - I'll love you always - Kathy
Jeff Butler - Thanks for introducing me to
Bruce P., we had a great time - Kristen

ANNOUNCEMENT: Colby Big Bro thers /
Big Sisters is officially changing its name tc

Dear GDD (my teddy bear):
Happy 2 year ann iversary 11-2,
Hugs and Kis ses, Love DLB (yours)

HOW ABOUT THOSE
METS!

COLBY FRIENDS in order not to be
confused with the national organization , and
not to be sued.

Blurp! We miss you , Caribou !
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Field Hockey
Beats Bowdoin

• Heroes
continued from page 12
exemplified in this series.
The absence of th e clock, the
aspectthat makes baseball what it is:
became the factor of the series.
When the Sox scored two runs in the
top of the 10th inning in game six,
they couldn't fall on the ball and run
out the clock like in pro football.
There was no four corner offense
that John McNammara could use like
in college basketball. Calvin
Schiraldi h ad no options bu t to pitch
He couldn't avoid the issue like an
ice hockey player icing the puck to
run out the clock. Deja vu crept up
on the Sox and caught them in that 6
-5 loss. Deja vu from the fourth
game in Anaheim, a 4 -3 loss at the
hands of the Angels.
Putting words on all of the
electricity and emotion that came
with the 1986 post season is hard.
The games spoke for themselves,
and to describe them is nearly
impossible. Perhaps never again will
our generation see as emotional a
series. What we have been blessed
with is best described with the
emotion felt all over the campus on
Monday night: Awe. We knew at
th at point that we had seen
something rare, something special.
To Mets fans, to Red Sox fans,
hats off to all. After all, loyalty made
th e series wh at it was; quite simply,
a joy to watch. However, now that
the hype is over, the Mets celebrate,
the Sox continue to question, and
we still sit and wonder. Ask any true
fan of the sport abou t his feel ings or
this series and he will show you
how loud silence in awe can scream.
As for our heros, Buchner ,
Henderson , Hurst, Darling, Lenny
Dee, (and the list goes on ), we all,
as fans, speechlessly thank you.
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• Bie Wolf

continued from page2

by Karen Buckley
The Colby Field Hockey Team
finished the season with a 3-2
victory over Bowdoin. The win
brought the Mules final season
record to 6-4-1.
Senior captain Karen Czuchry
scored the first goal on a drive from
the 45 yard line midway through the
first half. The Mules held a 1-0 lead
throughout the first half.
Bowdoin tied the score 10 minutes
into the second half. Then, the
Mules went ahead a few minutes
later with a goal by captain Melissa
Brown on a penalty corner.
With about twenty minutes left in
the game, Bowdoin pulled their
goalie and replaced • her with a
forward. "The game became even
more intense at th at point," said
Brown, "because they out-numbered
us offensively." The open goal reall]
kept the Mules Fired up. Czuchry

added, "We really wanted the win
and fought hard right to the end."
The Bears tied up the game once
again midway through the second
half. According to captain Robin
Blanchard, "we just kept our
momentum going even af ter they
scored. Colby 's persistence was
rewarded by a goal scored by
Joanne LaMarre, putting the Mules
ahead, 3-2.
"It was a tough game b ecau se it
was so muddy and wet, and because
both teams were so intense," said
Brown, "but we really wanted the
win. It was an excellent ending to an
incredible season."
Czuchry agreed,"We have really
come" a long way this season as a
team, both in the quality of our play
and as a tight unit It felt really good
to beat Bowdoin because we have
worked so hard.

! • Colby's Drug Policy f
"From organizations such as B.A.R. [Better Alcohol
Responsibility]. The admin- istration setting rules
would only cause more problems."
The general trend in America towards more concern
about alcohol and drugs is reflected at Colby in the
)
growing influence of the group B.A.R. This group
)
encourages students to drink responsibly. They help
)
the hosts of parties by setting certain ground ru les,
5
including always having food and non- alcoholic
}
beverages at parties. These suggestions are under
8
consideration from the administration to become part ol
5
the College's official policy on alcohol.
5 .
Colby's offical policy on drugs and alcohol is based
Q
on tlie realistic assumption that drugs and alcohol are
8
present on every college campus, and will continue lo
S
be present regardless of the actions of the
8
administration. While the College does not condone
$
drug use in any way and will encourage any attempts
K
by students to prevent or regulate use, there is also the
ft
recognition that strict official regulation will only anger
students without positive result
$
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the hand for a space-defense bird in
the bush.
Because arms reductions are now
hostage to delay in American defense
testing, the Russians can allow the
U.S. to negotiate with itself and
delay SDI funding. A promised
summit in America is now put odd,
perhaps until after a summit with
Deng in Moscow. The leader with
his finger on the "hold" button is
Gorbachev.
Thus his opening to the East,
combined with his tantalizing offers
of m i ssile reduc tions tied t o
space-defense delays in the West, is
designed to gain him respite on both
fronts. He needs that time to
strengthen the economy on which all
potential dominationrests.
My classmates in Conceptual
Frameworking 101 may differ , but
they haven't read the Vladivostok
speech.

• Gorbachev

continued from page 2
Gorbachev to Reagan: What's this
about testing? I thought I made it
clear at Reykjavik that I was against
testing. Laboratory da, testing nyet!"
Reagan: I called to advise you that
we are compelled to expel 25
members of your U.N. mission for
conduct incompatible with their
offical status.
Gorbachev: In that event, I am
compelled to dismiss five members
of your diplomatic mission for the
same reason.
Reagan: I will not be intimidated I
now inform you that I have decided
to expel 55 Soviet functionaries
fro m Washingto n and San
Francisco. l
Gorbachev: There must be

"Well," explained the lad,"once
you both get in the habit, you bring
home some missiles and he'll bring
home some missiles; and he'll bring
his boys back from Afgh anistan and
Cuba and you get th e CIA out of
Nicaragua; and you cut your budget
and he cuts his budget, and ail the
old ladies can sleep at night without
looking under the bed."
"Do you ha ve any other good
ideas?" asked the president
"Well, if you got ou t of Western
Europe and Gor b achev got his
soldiers and planes and tanks out oi
Eastern Europe, then you could
unite all of Europe and turn all youi
attention to the main problem of
fighting the Democrats. You see?"
"And how do your propose that 1
do all this?" the president asked.
"I don't know," said the boy. "My
mother said I should just give you
policy guidance."
MORAL OF THE FABLE
"Maybe a little child shall lead them
ii

something wrong with this line. Did

you say 55for5?
Reagan: Da , I mean yes,

affirmative. I do this in accordance
with the principle of reciprocity. By
eliminating your 55, that brings the
number of your so-called diplomats
in our country down to precisely the
number of diplomats we have in
your count r y . . . He hung up. Now
what to do?
"But Mr President," the little boy
said, "that's just the way we play the
children's game. All you have to dc
now is keep going, until all the
Russians are out of the United States
and all our people are oat of
Russia."
"Then what do I do?' the president
asked.
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Homecoming

StlM.
BMW
Saab
Volvo
VW
Subaru
Chevy.... ....

Ford ...
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Blkos
. ..Sallboards
Rowboata
Canoes
.
Kayaks
.Skis

...ate.

Kf itMme mat m.
row/w shells, ere,

JIM MATHIEU
.
Allen St, ; Waterville
R»«. 453-gftH^
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continued from page 1
continues to show her interest in
sports by dona ting $50,000 for the
renovation of the women 's locker
room , which now bears her name in
the Field House.
In an interview with Ms. Kellett,
the Echo asked her in which way
has Colby changed the most since
she graduated in 1926. Kellett said ,
that despite the vast numbers of
changes in the college itself,"There
are far greater changes in women 's
athletics since I was at Colby.
Ms. Kellett explaine d , t hat
competitive, intercollegiate women's
spoils did not exist. Instead , all
women were members of the
"Women 's Health League." They
were taught how to eat right, cut
down weight, wear sensible shoes,
and common health issues, The
women were required to take gym
classes three times a week for the
firsj two years of college, and twice
a week for their last two years.
Kollctt recalls, "There wins only
one gym director to tcachi all four
grades, in every sport." The women

wotlld receive points for their athletic
activities and abilities. Ms. Kellett
was th e first women to accumu l at e
th e most points , th us be coming the
recipi ent of the first women 's
"Health League Cup ". She is qu ite
p rou d of t h is award b ecause it was
th e top award for women 's ath letes
at that time.
Ms, Kellett is pleased with the
changes Colby has made in women
athletics. "They certainly have come
a long way," said Kellett. She also
no tes various other changes in
Golby. At the lime she was in
co l lege , no- students had cars on
campus, unless they lived in town
and they were borrowing their
paren t's car. All students took the
trairi for transportation to and fro m
Colby.
the social life was regulated very
closely, reflects Kellett. All women
had to sign out after 7:30 P.M.,
explaining where they were going,
and what they would be doing. They
also had a lights out curfew of 10:00
p.m.

198(2 Colby "C" Club woman-of-tlie-year Evelyn
nimn,i
Kellet *26 at Homecoming
last up
<t ww_»«,WU
Cf

t

Colby students, next time you are
upset with the social life, just
consider the changes Colby has
made in tlie past sixty years, or think

about how you would feel if
someone told you lights out at ten
o'clock, tonight!
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Thafs the question to ask
youyour
before
you order
ordenext
pizza When
ra
large pizza from Domino's
Pizza you get a delicious
custom-made pizza
in
measuring a full 16" size.
What other pizza places
call "large" may not
measure up to a "large"
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A pizza from Domino's
00% is
Pizza
made with only
real
dairy cheese
1
Other places oftencut
use
fro
imitation cheese made
m soybeans to
costs. Some trick !

Best of all,there's no trick
theeither.
to
ourpick
delivery
Just
phona
up
We promise free,30
minute deliveryand
friendly service?

I9

When the spirit moves
you.„call Domino
's Pizza
Spare yourself the
tricks
and treat yourself to a
hot,delicious meat
Domino's Pizza Delivers?
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Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area

at Domino'S PiZZa

©1984 Domino's Pizza,Inc.
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DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS
THIRTY MINUTES OR FREE
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Present this coupon
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U LMIIIlCl
receive a 16"
{
pU-V-and tour J
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iG oz. bottles of
|
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Coke
only
$8.89.
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One coupon per pizza,-!
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Customer pays bottle I
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One coupon per pizza.
Customer pays bottle
deposit and sales tax.
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